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Editorial 
A s we end this school year another step toward that goal to which we aspire has been mounted. For some the next step will be in the same flight, and they will be in school again next year. 
For others the next step will be on a new flight of stairs, which leads 
them thru the rest of life. The first of these steps may be tottering, and 
perhaps the second, but—may there be an easier stretch for each suc-
ceeding step, and may each of these in its turn be more fruitful with 
that which means happiness to humanity. 
To those whether officially on the Acropolis Staff or not, who 
have been in any way a help to make this book a success the Editor 
wishes to extend his appreciation with a hearty "Thanks." 
If a character of a joke presented in these pages, laugh. Be 
thankful that you can afford amusement for someone else. It may be 
a "diamond in the gutter." 	 11 
If it appears that there is something omitted in these pages which 
should be recorded, please do not find fault: the staff has done its 
best to make the volume "fill the bill"—but we do not claim to be 
infallible. 
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In the Beginning 
In the laying out of Whittier as a Quaker colony 
an educational institution of high grade was recog-
nized as a necessity for the success of the colony. 
Very early in the history of the settlement a mass 
meeting was called at the Friends Church, then on 
the corner of Comstock and College Streets, to dis-
cuss the matter of building a college. At this meet-
ing the elevation known as Reservoir Hill was 
selected as the most suitable site and a subscription, 
promising land, labor and money amounting to ap-
proximately $130,000 was taken. This was in the 
early "boom" days when things went forward 
rapidly while they did go, but when the wane in the boom became ap-
parent the whole project was soon abandoned. 
In the fall of 1891, after almost all the Friends in Southern Cali-
fornia had been visited and the matter thoroughly discussed, with John 
Chawner and William V. Coffin as teachers, an academy was opened 
in the building now occupied by the Will A. Smith Print Shop. There 
were thirteen students the first term. The use of the building was 
donated by the Pickering Land and Water Company and a subscrip-
tion was taken sufficient to purchase a very meager equipment. This 
was the beginning from which has grown Whittier College as it exists 
today. 
Early in the year Washington Hadley signified his willingness 
to give fourteen acres of what is now the college campus, for college 
purposes, provided a suitable building should be erected on it. It was 
a heavy task to undertake at the time, but by the end of June enough 
money had been subscribed, in the judgment of the board, to begin the 
building and, except the south wing, it was completed as it now stands. 
In March, 1895, the first session of California Yearly Meeting was held 
in the new college building. 
From this time on throughout the following five years the schOol 
was maintained and made progress, but only by great sacrifices on the 
part of both teachers and patrons. In 1900, "The Whittier Educa-
tional Association" transferred its interests to the Yearly Meeting. 
In 1901 the school was incorporated as a college and obtained a, 
charter under the laws of California empowering it to establish and 
maintain a college for educational purposes, to conduct the same, to 
DR. SAMUEL D. COFFIN 
Pres. of First Board 
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grant such literary degrees as are usually granted by colleges of 
academic standing in the United States and in testimony thereof to 
give suitable diplomas therefor. 
WASHINGTON HADLEY 
Its standing as a college was firmly established by its first Presi-
dent, Dr. Charles E. Tebbetts, and ably maintained by his successor, 
Dr. Thomas Newlin. Both these men were untiring in their efforts 
to maintain a high standard of Christian education. The name of 
-15- 
DR. C. E. TEBBETTS 
Former President 
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Dr. W. V. Coffin, a member of both Board and Fac-
ulty, certainly deserves honorable mention in the 
maintainence of both financial and scholastic in-
terests. 
In 1902 Washington Hadley offered to give ten 
thousand dollars to the college for endowment pro-
vided that at least fifty thousand dollars should be 
raised. After a vigorous campaign this was accom-
plished and friends of Whittier College felt assured 
of its permanency. 
It became necessary in 1904 to enlarge the build-
ing by putting on the south wing. Washington 
Hadley again came to the rescue by offering to deed more land, about 
four acres lying south of the college and where the Hadley Athletic 
Field now is, as soon as the building should be completed and paid for. 
In the fall of 1905 a campaign was begun for increased endow-
ment. Washington Hadley gave the impulse for this effort by offering 
$20,000 provided $100,000 should be raised. The matter being laid 
before Andrew Carnegie, he agreed to give $20,000 of the amount to 
be raised. To secure the remaining $60,000 required a very strenuous 
effort but it was finally consummated (at California Yearly Meeting 
held in June, 1906.) At the opening of the educational session that year 
$32,000 of the amount remained to be subscribed. The entire amount 
raised was $102,000. 
In the fall of 1907 the Board of Trustees de-
cided that it was time to make an effort to pay 
off the mortgage on the college property. In 
addition to raising the mortgage it was consid-
ered very desirable to purchase four lots front-
ing on Painter Avenue. Back of these lots was 
the four-acre tract of ground, the deed to which 
Washington Hadley had placed in escrow pend-
ing the cancellation of the mortgage indebted-
ness. -The effort to accomplish this was suc-
cessful. 
Early in the spring of 1910, the Board decided 
it would be best to do away with the Prepara- 
THOMAS NEWLIN tory Department by dropping a year at a time. 	 Former President 
This plan resulted, at the end of four years, in eliminating everything 
not included as college work. The registration, however, has steadily 
increased until the limit of buildings and equipment is reached. 
-16- 
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DR. WILLIAM V. COFFIN, President 	 Whittier, Calif. 
DR. L. M. GREENE, Vice-President 	 Whittier, Calif. 
LYDIA J. JACKSON, Secretary 	 Whittier, Calif. 
A. W. NAYLOR 	 Berkeley, Calif. 
EVA J. COOK 	 Whittier, Calif. 
REV. H. EDWIN McGREW 	 Whittier, Calif. 
EMELIE V. HADLEY 	 Whittier, Calif. 
H. D. WILLIAMS 	 Whittier, Calif. 
D. C. ANDREWS 	 Whittier, Calif. 
DR. J. J. MILLS 	 Pasadena, Calif. 
MARY H. LEWIS 
	 Pasadena, Calif. 
A. C. JOHNSON 	 Whittier, Calif. 
A. F. N. HAMBLETON 	 South Pasadena, Calif. 
CURTIS E. WAY 
	 Long Beach, Calif. 
MARY D. COOK 	 Whittier, Calif. 
BERT D. SOUTHWICK, Treasurer 	 Whittier, Calif. 
A. ROSENBERGER, Pres. of College (ex-officio) 
	 Whittier, Calif. 
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President's Message 
The Conference of the Associated Colleges of America in January 
of this year attempted a rather comprehensive and scientific 
standardization of the colleges belonging to this organization. The 
colleges were grouped into three great classes, as follows: 
1.—The "Minimum College." 2. The "Average College." 3. 
The "Efficient College," the ideal college. 
Whittier has grown from a low grade college of the "minimum" 
rank to that of the marginal "average" rank. In the campaign now 
in progress an effort is being made to raise the college to the rank 
of the "efficient college." 
While as yet no costly buildings had been erected on the campus, 
it seemed wise to the Board of Trustees to begin de novo as it were 
and in consequence they engaged the services of competent landscape 
artists and architects to draw plans and designs for attractive grounds 
and modern buildings, sufficient for generations to come. The campus 
is by nature made one of the most artistic to be found in Southern 
California and lends itself beautifully to the shaping hand of a master 
artist for added attractive features. When completed it will combine 
the many desirable features that add so much to the pleasure and 
benefits of student life and be one of the beauty spots of the Pacific 
Coast. 
-19- 
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PRESIDENT ABSALOM ROSENBERGER, A.B., LL. B., LL.D. 
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Lyman J. Muchmore, A. M., B. D. 
Professor of Biology 
—A. B. Williams College, 1883; A. M. Williams 
College, 1885; B. D. Drew Theological Sem-
inary, 1885; Professor of Biology, Whittier 
College, 1908. 
"True as the needle to the pole, 
Or as the dial to the sun." 
Mabel H. Douglas, A. B. 
Professor of Greek and German 
—A. B. Bryn Mawr College, 1889; Professor 
of Greek and German, Whittier College, 1910. 
"Her wit was more than man." 
Russel T. Wilson, B. S. 
Professor of Mathematics 
—B. S. Eariham College, 1906; Graduate work 
at University of Southern California, 1915; 
Athletic Director, Whittier College, 1910-17; 
Professor of Mathematics, Whittier College, 
1910-17. 
"He seen his duty, a dead sure thing 
And went for it thar and then." 
Gustaf Esmer Ostron, M. S. 
Professor of Physics and Chemistry 
—A. B. Augustana College, 1909; M. S. Aug-
ustana College, 1911; Instructor in English 
and Chemistry Augustana College, 1908-10; 
Graduate Assistant in Chemistry, University 
of Illinois, 1910-11; Professor of Physics and 
Chemistry, Whittier College, 1911. 
"He had a head to contrive, a tongue to per-
suade and a hand to execute anything." 
—21— 
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Herbert F. Allen, Ph. D. 
Professor of English Literature 
—A. B. University of South Dakota; A. M. 
University of South Dakota; Ph. D. University 
of Michigan; Professor of English Literature, 
Whittier College, 1913. 
"He reads much, he is a great ob-
server of men and he looks quite 
through the deeds of men." 
Albert L. Marshburn, A. M. 
Professor of Latin and Asst. in History 
—A. B. Whittier College; A. B. Haverford 
College, 1912; A. M. University of Califor-
nia, 1915; Professor of Latin, Whittier Col-
lege, 1915. 
"That Latin was no more difficile 
Than to a Blackbird 'tis to 
whistle." 
Florabel P. Rosenberger, A. M. 
Professor of History and Registrar 
—A. M. Penn College, 1896; Chair of History 
Penn College, 1892-94; Chair of History Mon-
mouth College, 1899-1910; Professor of His-
tory, Whittier College, 1915. 
"Disguise our bondage as we will 
'Tis woman, woman rules us still." 
Morris Kimber, A. B. 
Professor of Biblical Literature 
—A. B. University of Pennsylvania, 1915; A. 
B. Friends University; Professor of Biblical 
Literature and Assistant in Education, Whit-
tier College, 1916. 
"Though I am young I scorn to flit 
On the wings of borrowed wit." 
—22— 
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Howard L. Hockett, B. S. 
Director of Music 
—B. S. Penn College, 1905; Director of Music, 
Whittier College, 1914. 
"He ceased, and left so pleasant 
on their ear 
His voice, that listening still they 
seemed to hear." 
Vivian Rice Green, A. B. 
Instructor in Spanish 
—A. B. Whittier College, 1913; Graduate 
Work University of Southern California, 1915; 
Instructor in Spanish, Whittier College, 1915. 
"Her care was never to offend. 
And every stuldent was her friend." 
Burritt L. Marlow 
Instructor in Piano 
—Studied in both Europe and America; In-
structor in Piano, Whittier College, 1915. 
"Music bath charms to soothe the 
savage beast." 
Eugene Knox, A. M. 
Head of the Department of Oratory 
—Graduate Drake School of Oratory, 1893; 
A. M. University of Puget Sound; Head of 
Department of Oratory, Whittier College, 
1916. 
"None but himself could be his 
parallel." 
—23— 
Ellen Queen, A. B. 
Instructor in French, Assistant in History 
—A. B. University of California, 1915; In-
structor in French, Assistant in History and 
Education, Whittier College, 1916. 
"She hath an eye to please the 
young 
'Though her life work has scarce 
begun." 
Joel A. Snell, A. M., Ph. M. 
Professor of Mathematics 
—A. B. Stanford University; A. M. Stanford 
University; Ph. B. San Joaquin Valley Col-
lege; Ph. M. San Joaquin Valley College; 
Professor of Mathematics, Whittier College, 
1917. 
"A great man is always willing to 
be little." 
William V. Coffin, A. B., M. D. 
Instructor in Sociology 
—A. B. Eariharn College, 1877; M. D. Cincin-
atti Medical College, 1881; President Whit-
tier Academy, 1891; Instructor in Sociology, 
Whittier College, 1915. 
"Who to himself is law, no law 
doth need, 
Offends no law, and is a king 
indeed." 
Anna Louise Tomlinson, A. B. 
Librarian 
—A. B. Whittier College, 1905; Earlham Col-
lege, 1908-09; Librarian, Whittier College, 1909. 
"klirthful she, but of a stately 
kind." 
—24— 
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Robert J. Hamilton, B. S. 
Instructor in Social Leadership 
—B. S. Northwestern University, 1904; Secre-
tary Whittier Community Y. M. C. A., 1914; 
Instructor in Social Leadership, Whittier Col-
lege, 1914. 
"Not to know me argues yourself 
unknown." 
Gertrude Cox, A. M. 
Assistant Instructor in Biology 
—A. B. Whittier College, 1912; A. M. Uni-
versity of Southern California, 1915; Assist-
ant Instructor in Biology, Whittier College, 
1915, 1917. 
Her loveliness you never know 
until she smiles on you." 
Jessica A. Kirkpatrick, A. B. 
Assistant Instructor in Mathematics 
—A. B. Whittier College, 1916; Assistant In-
structor in Mathematics, Whittier College, 
1915. 
"Oh, why should youth be bur-
dened with Geometry?" 
George Cobourn 
Superintendent Buildings and Grounds 
Never idle a moment, but thrifty 
and thoughtful of others." 
—25— 
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Assistants 
M E. GRIPPEN  	 Substitute in Spanish 
CARL E. S. STREM 	 Assistant in Chemistry 
ARTHUR F. CAMP 
	
Assistant in Biology 
ELSIE HUNT 	 Assistant Libraria i 
LOIS BENNINK 	 Office Secretary 
Coaches 
RUSSEL T. WILSON 	 Athletic Director 
HERBERT E. WHITE 
	
 
Coach of Basketball 
IRA H. VAN CLEAVE 	
 
Coach of Baseball 
CARL BREUCHNER 	 Assistant Coach of Football 
BENJAMIN BROWNELL 
	 Assistant Coach of Football 
ANNA BROWNELL 	 Coach of Girls' Basketball 
ANNA TOMLINSON 	 May Day Director 
MRS. CORA A. HOWARD 	 House Mother of Girls' Cottage 
ELLIOTT CHAMBERS 	 Proctor of Boys' Dormitory 
-26-- 
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I
N spite of the fact that a great many of this graduating class 
graduated from Whittier College Preparatory in 1913, they have 
prospered and grown wise in knowledge. Some have joined the 
ranks of the class and some have left, but twenty-three go on to 
gain the sheepskin in June. 
Toward the student body organization they have given president, 
vice president, secretary, treasurer, forensic manager, athletic man-
ager, social committee chairman, May-day manager and executive mem-
bers, chosen at large from the student body. 
President, vice president, secretary, treasurer, annual member 
and various committee chairmen have all come from this class through-
out the different years to help carry on the Y. W. C. A. work, while 
the Senior men have taken active interest in Y. M. C. A. 
Football, basket ball, baseball and track have all received their quota 
from the class of '17, and could not have been the success they have 
been without them. The boys of '17 have won the interclass basket 
ball championship for four years hand running. 
In the matter of class plays this wide-awake bunch has measured 
up to preceding classes. 
The social good times that the members have enjoyed together 
have united class ties and class spirit until at the end of their journey 
they stand as one unit in the college life. 
-28- 
Oscar 0. Marshburn 
Whittier, Cal. 
Whittier College Preparatory, 1913 
Mathematics Major—Thesis: "Discussion of 
Nebular Hypothesis." 
—Executive Committee of Associated Student 
Body (4); Athletic Mgr. (4); Asst. Athletic 
Mgr. (3); Yell Leader (1); Asst. Yell Leader 
(4); Pres. Class (1) (2) (4); Mgr. Class Play 
(3) (4); Quaker Campus staff (3); Chr. May 
Day Concessions (2) (3) (4); Athenaeum (1); 
Der Deutsche Verein (1); Le Circle Francais 
(2) (3); Spanish Club (1) (2); "W" Club 
(2) (3) (4); Championship Interclass Basket-
ball Team (1) (2) (3). 
"Business, Business, the teacher thinks I 
have nothing to do." 
Alice Armstrong 
Independence, Cal. 
Whittier College Preparatory, 1913 
Spanish Major—Thesis: "Las Nujeres famosas 
de Espana." 
—Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (1) (4); Bible Class 
Leader (4); Quaker Campus Staff (4); 
Acropolis Staff (3); Class Vice-Pres. (4); 
Social Chr. (4); Athenaeum (1); May Day 
Committee (4); May Day Attendant (4); 
Girls Basketball Team (2) (3); Der Deutsche 
Verein (1) (2) (3) (4); The Spanish Club 
(1) (2); Secy. (1). 
"Has a sunny nature" 
Verna Belle McFadden 
East Whittier, Cal. 
Whittier Union High School, 1913 
Spanish Major—Thesis: "Scope and Develop-
ment of Spanish Poetry." 
—Secy. of Class (4); Glee Club (1); Choral 
Society (1); Comites (2) (3); Spanish Club 
(1) (2) (3) (4). 
"Small people make the best chauffeurs." 
—29— 
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Glenn P. Hollingsworth 
San Bernardino, Cal. 
Pasadena High School, 1912 
Chemistry Major—Thesis: "The Periodic Sys-
tem." 
—Treas. of Class (4); Class Play (3) (4); 
Athenaeum (1) (2); Asst. Business Mgr. of 
Acropolis (3); Der Deutsche Verein (1) (2); 
Le Cercle Francais (3) (4); Spanish Club (1.) 
(2) (3). 
"You can always hear him coming." 
Lois Johnson 
Whittier, Cal. 
Whittier Preparatory, 1913 
Student at Whittier College, 1914-'17 
Student Earlham College, 1913-'14 
German Major—Thesis: "The Development of 
the German Novel of the Ninteenth 
Century." 
—Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (3) (4); Vice-Pres. (4); 
Asilomar Club (4); Bible Class Leader (4); 
Quaker Campus Staff (3); Acropolis Staff (3); 
Class Play (3); Der Deutsche Verein (2) (3) 
(4); Le Cercie Francais (2) (3); May Day 
Attendant (4). 
"Does not let her work interfere with her fun." 
Claude Sams 
Whittier, Cal. 
La Grange High School, La Grange, Ind. 
Bible Major—Thesis "The Inspiration of a 
Great Personality as shown in the Life of 
Paul and his Companions." 
—Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (3) (4); Vice-Pres. (4); 
Forensic Mgr. (4); Pres. Prohibition Associa-
tion (2) (3) (4); Class Play (3) (4); Baseball 
"W" (1) (3) (4); "W" Club (1) •(2) (3) (4). 
"I'd rather talk than eat." 
—30— 
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Cyrus Davis 
Long Beach, Cal. 
Friends University Preparatory. 
Student at Friends University, 1912-13 
Student at Whittier College, 1910-'12; 1916217. 
Biology Major—Thesis: "Immunity to Micro-
organisms." 
—Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (1) (2); Secy. (2); 
Athenaeum (1) (2); Pres. (2); Prohibition 
Association (1) (2). 
"As noisy as a wet fire-cracker." 
Mary E. Myer 
Whittier, Cal. 
Whittier College Preparatory, 1913 
German Major—Thesis: "Life and Works of 
Grillparzer." 
—Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (3); Secy. of Class (3); 
Class Play (4); May Day Attendant (2) (4); 
Athenaeum (1); Quaker Campus Staff (3); 
Der Deutsche Verein (1) (2) (3) (4); Le 
Cercle Francais (2) (3). 
"Just So High." 
Vernon J. Votaw 
Whittier, Cal. 
Friends University Preparatory, 1913 
Mathematics Major—Thesis: "Topographic 
Survey of the Whittier College Campus." 
—Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (3) (4); Monogram 
Man (3); Mgr. of Acropolis (3); Class Play 
(3) (4); Prohibition Association (3) (4); 
Spanish Club (2) (3); Interclass Champion-
ship Basketball Team (1) (2) (3) (4). 
"Small but mighty." 
—31— 
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Lois E. Belt 
Whittier, Cal. 
Whittier Union High School, 1912 
Home Economics Department of Los Angeles 
State Normal School, 1912-'14 
Teaching in Ramona High School, Ramona, 
Cal., 1915 to 1916 
Whittier College, 1914-'15, 1916-'17 
English Major—Thesis: "Life and Works of 
Sarah Orne Jewett." 
—May Day Attendant (4); Glee Club (3); Der 
Deutsche Verein (3) (4). 
"A genuine lady." 
Carl S. Strern 
Whittier, Cal. 
De Kalb High School, De Kalb, Ill. 
Chemistry Major—Thesis: "Chemistry of 
Aluminum Cooking Utensils." 
—V. M. C. A. Cabinet (2) (3) (4); Vice-Pres. 
(3) (4); Student Volunteer Pres. (3) (4); 
Class Treas. (3); Glee Club (1) (3) (4); 
Choral Society (2); Class Play (3); Assist-
ant in Chemistry Department (3) (4); Der 
Deutsche Verein (2) (3) (4); Le Cercie Fran-
cais (3) (4); Comites (1). 
"It's awful lonesome being good." 
Madge Horton 
Whittier, Cal. 
Whittier College Preparatory, 1913 
History Major—Thesis: "The Kingdom of 
Italy." 
—V. W. C. A. Cabinet (2); Treas. (2); Bible 
Class Leader (4); Asilomar Club (4); Secy. 
(4); Executive Committee of Associated Stu-
dent Body (4); May Queen (4); Athenaeum 
(1); Dèr Deutsche Verein (3) (4); The Span-
ish Club (1); Comites (2). 
"The embodiment of modesty and dignity." 
11P 10, 
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James E. Kimber 
Whittier, Cal. 
Westtown Boarding School 
Student Princeton University, 1913-'15 
Student at Whittier College, 1915-'17 
Biology Major—Thesis "Study of Toxins." 
—Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (4); Treas. of Associa-
ted Student Body (4); Yell Leader (4); Cla;s 
Play (3); Glee Club (3) (4); Pres. (4); "vV" 
Club (3) (4); Baseball "W" (3) (4). 
"I never did nothing, and I won't do it again." 
Lelah Coffin 
Whittier, Cal. 
San Jose High School, 1913 
Student Penn College, 1913-'14 
Whittier College, 1914-'17 
German Major—Thesis: Translation of 'Der 
Arme Spielmann' by Grillparzer. 
—Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (3) (4); Vice-Pres. (3); 
Annual Member (4); Bible Class Leader (4); 
Asilomar Club (4); Secy. of Associated Stu-
dent Body (3); Assistant Editor of Acropolis 
(3); Glee Club (2) (3) (4); Ukulele Club (3) 
(4); Choral Society (2) (3) (4); May Day At-
tendant (4); Der Deutsche Verein (2) (3) (4); 
The Spanish Club (3) (4). 
"She has a song for every occasion." 
Lewis A. Cox 
Whittier Cal. 
Whittier College Preparatory, 1913 
Biology Major—Thesis: "Scientific Care of 
an Orange Orchard." 
—Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (3) (4); Prohibition 
Association (3); Flag Man (2); Class Pres. 
(3); Class Play (3) (4); Associated Student 
Body Vice-Pres. (3); Pres. (4); Faculty-
Student Council (4); Board of Reminders (4); 
Board of Control (1); Spanish Club (1) (2); 
"W" Club (1) (2) (3) (4); Basketball "W" 
(1) (2) (3) (4); Capt. (2); Baseball "W" (1) 
(2) (3) (4); Interclass Championship Basket-
ball Team (1) (2) (3) (4). 
"There is nothing he can't do." 
—33— 
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Rose Olive Milhous 
East Whittier, Cal. 
Whittier College Preparatory, 1913 
Student at Eariham College, 1913-14 
Student at Whittier College, 1914-'17 
German Major—Thesis: "German Peasant 
Life as Portrayed in Nineteenth Century 
Drama." 
—Bible Class Leader (4); Asilomar Club (3) 
(4); Social Chr. of Associated Student Body 
(4); Social Chr. of Class (3); May Day At-
tendant (4); Acropolis Staff (3); Glee Club 
(2); Der Deutsche Verein (2) (3) (4); Le 
Cercie Francais (2) (4); Comites (2). 
"Who ever said I would be an old maid?" 
Earl Sharpless 
Whittier, Cal. 
Whittier College Preparatory, 1912 
Student at Earlham College, 1912213 
Whittier College 1914-'17 
Spanish Major—Thesis: "El Camino Real." 
—Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (4); Spanish Club (2) 
(3) (4); "W" Club (2) (3) (4) ; Football "W" 
(2) (3) (4); Basketball "W" (2) (3) (4); Capt. 
Basketball Team (4); Championship Interclass 
Basketball Team (2) (3) (4). 
"Yet a little sleep, a little slumber, a little 
folding of the hands to sleep." 
Blanche H. Crawford 
Whittier, Cal. 
Whittier Union High School, 1913 
History Major—Thesis: "Attainment of Ger-
man Unity." 
—Asilomar Club (3) (4); Editor of Acropolis 
(3); Athenaeum (1) (2); Treas. (2); Inter-
class Debate (2) (4); Agora (4); Pomona 
Girls' Debate (3); Der Deutsche Verein (1) 
(2) (3); Le Cercle Francais (3) (4); Girls' 
Basketball (4); May Day Attendant (4). 
"A still tongue makes a wise head." 
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Elliott Chambers 
Pasadena, Cal. 
Pasadena High School, 1913 
English Major—Thesis: "Life and Works of 
Bret Harte." 
—Banner Man (2); Treas. of Class (2); 
Acropolis Staff (3); Class Play (3); 
Club (1) (2) (3) (4); Football "W" (2) (3) 
(4); Basketball "W" (4); Baseball "W" (1) 
(2) (3) (4); Tennis Club (1) (2) (3); Pres. (2) 
(3); Tennis (1) (2) (3); Championship Inter-
class Basketball Team (4). 
"When I said I should die a bachelor, I didn't 
know I should live until I got married." 
Myrtle Allen 
Whittier, Cal. 
Whittier Preparatory, 1913 
Spanish Major—Thesis: "A Metrical Transla-
tion of 'Baltasar' by Avenlaneda." 
—Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (2) (3) (4); Bible 
Class Leader (4); Leader of Eight Weeks 
Club (4); Asilomar Club (4); Pres. (4); Board 
of Reminders (4); Athenaeum (1); Vice-
Pres. of Class (3); Acropolis Staff (3); May 
Day Attendant (4); Property Staff (3); May 
Play (3) (4); Girls Basketball Team (1) (2) 
(3) (4); Der Deutsche Verein (3) (4); Le 
Cercle Francais (2) (3) (4); The Spanish Club 
(1) (2) (3) (4). 
"The Angel Child 
Emmett A. Pearson 
South Pasadena, Cal. 
Alhambra High School, 1912 
History Major—Thesis: "The Economic 
Background of the European War in Its 
Relation to the U. S." 
—Class Play (3); Prohibition Association (2) 
(3); Rhodian Council (3); Vice.-Pres. Board-
ing Club (4); Der Deutsche Verein (1) (2) (3) 
(4); Le Cercle Francais (4); The Cpanish Club 
(2) (3) (4). 
"He has a lean and hungry look; he thinks 
too much." 
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Hilda L. Hickma'n, 
Whittier, Cal. 
Whittier College Preparatory, 1913 
English Major—Thesis: "Helen Hunt Jack-
son as an Interpreter of the California 
Indian." 
—Y. W. C. A. Cabinet (2) (3) (4); Annual 
Member (3); Pres. (4); Bible Class Leader 
(4); May Day Mgr. (4); Faculty-Student 
Council (4); Secy. of Class (1); Acropolis 
Staff (3); Asilomar Club (3) (4); Pres. (3); 
Class Play (3) (4); Le Cercle Francais; The 
Spanish Club (1) (2) (3) (4). 
"Always doing something." 
Joseph Findlay 
Berkeley,- Cal. 
Berkeley High School. 
Mathematics Major—Thesis: "Topographic 
Survey of Whittier College Campus." 
—Y. M. C. A. Cabinet (1) (2); Class Play (3) 
(4); Athenaeum (1) (2) (3); Interclass De-
bate (4); Quaker Campus (4); Glee Club (1) 
(2) (3) (4); The Spanish Club (1) (2) (3); 
Pres. (3); "W" Club (1) (2) (3) (4); Foot-
ball "W" (2) (3) (4); Baseball "W" (1) (2) 
(3) (4); Track "W" (4). 
"Strong for the Sophomores." 
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"And It Shall Come to Pass" 
In the halls of Whittier College, set upon a hill so high 
Is a dear old class of Seniors, loved by all both far and nigh; 
For their loyalty and knowledge, for their wisdom and their looks 
There never has a class excelled them, since they first took up their books 
They will leave a name renown 
For this good old Quaker town. 
First there's Oscar always happy, kind of heart and good to see, 
A most popular young fellow, president of the class is he; 
His weakness is for "Olives" ripe or green he likes them so. 
"Doc" comes from the tribe of Marshburns, a goodly heritage we know 
He a manager of some big store 
Will be in a year or more. 
Then there's Alice sweet and loving, kind to all who come her way 
She is of the Armstrong family, fair and tho'tful all will sy. 
She has been here since her prep days, helping always those v,ho come 
And if it were not for Alice, our school would lrck just lots of fun 
She will be a teacher fine 
Spanish is her call divine. 
Then there is a noble fellow, known to all as Hollingsworth 
True and loyal to his college, and he's always full of mirth; 
For his specialty and calling you'll find Belts to be his line, 
There never was a boy like this one, yes, we all like him fine. 
Glen likes lots of liberty 
So a farmer he will be. 
Tall and stately is our May-Queen, loved by all of us is she 
Never tiring of her duty, ever thoughtful, gay and free; 
Madge is always "very busy" but she'd always give good cheer 
If around her you seek pleasure, you will find it, never fear. 
Then for tee ching children writing 
She will find it quite exciting. 
Do you know that light haired fellow, who is rather tall and thin 
And who has the surname Davis? He's as neat as any pin. 
Yes, his favorite flower is "Myrtle." He is loyal kind and true 
And if ever something's lacking, he will fix it up for you. 
Just to see that business grows 
Cy to Arizonn goes. 
Oh! there is a girl named Johnson who is full of fun and life 
As to peeling spuds and carrots, she'll make someone a good wife; 
She is jolly and a student, there are ione with her compare 
If you're looking for a good time, watch for Lois she's right there. 
Yes, we know there is a preacher 
Who will take her for his teacher. 
Lewie is quite tall and lanky, he is six feet tall—or more 
As for guarding at the basket, he can beat all on the floor. 
Cox is upright, full of courage, loved by al. the students here 
For he is our chosen leader and success has made this year 
When he is the country's head 
Pride will be ours to think he led. 
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Mary, Mary quite contrary, buzzing round from morn till night 
Never is she empty-hnded, always keeps the school room bright; 
Tho's she's small she's mighty telling, and we like her for her pluck, 
Yes, our class feels quite exalted by her presence we're in luck. 
Miss Myer'll not be put aside 
For the suffragist she'll e'er abide. 
Then there's Jimmie good old fellow, he's good natured tho' he's slow; 
Is he looking for a "Coffin?" Well, I'm sure I do not know. 
Kimber's fond of Chemics, there he spends most of his time, 
If he keeps on grinding at it, he may yet turn out quite fine. 
Then a chemist he will be 
You just wait and you will see. 
Claude's a talker, and he does it, watch him make our state go dry, 
He's a rusher, always busy, you can't catch him on the fly; 
He's convincing, good and lively, fixing dates has been his work 
For debates and Glee Club concerts, and you never saw him shirk. 
When by speech you're greatly moved 
That it's Sams' to you'll be proved. 
Then there's Hilda, she's big hearted and we like her just a lot 
Do you think we'll e'er forget her, well I should say that we'll not! 
As President of Y. W. she did always do her part 
Hickman always, and forever will her name stay in our heart. 
Do you know what she will do? 
She'll be a red cross nurse for you. 
Emmett Pearson, tall and slender with a kind benignant face 
He will someday make a record, that will set for us a prce; 
He's a student always at it, with his lessons all well learned, 
Abraham Lincoln could not beat him for his grades are all well earned. 
Off to India he will go 
How to farm the natives show 
Lois is quiet but she's clever, and she's not so awfully slow 
If you don't believe me, watch her, she will make you step just so. 
Belts are good in sewing, cooking, Lois has taught them in the school 
And the fellow that shall get her, we won't think he is a fool. 
She will settle down for life 
And make someone a good wife. 
Carl's a wonder, you can't deny it with his good looks and his "Rose" 
Strem wears glasses and has light hair and a splendid Grecian nose; 
He's a chemist, no one like him, he's "below" most of the time 
From the fumes always floating upward he must keep that air sublime. 
A missionary he will be 
Far away by foreign sea. 
Lelah Coffin, charming, winning, she has friends a host they are, 
By her splendid voice they know her all around both near and far. 
She's a beauty, kind and clever; and is often seen with Dick; 
When she leaves this dear old college, it will simply make us sick. 
In great concerts she'll be winning 
Wondrous fame by her sweet singing. 
Dear old "Sharkey" how we'll miss him, when he leaves this ancient place 
And in football, how'll they win it, who will fill his vacant space? 
He has been most true and faithful, and when college days are o'er 
We do hope he'll not forget us, but oft find the school room door. 
Earl will be our modern hero 
Nor can he ever equal Nero. 
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Myrtle Allen next in line, gentle, dignified and kind 
Do you wonder we admire her, with her open heart and mind? 
The "Eight Weeks Club" now holds her interest, always tries to do her best 
She is never pressed by worry and she ever wins her quest. 
On Arizona sands so bare 
She'll work among the Indians there. 
Here comes "Itchy" watch him saunter towards the line that is his goal 
My he's tall and big and brave, he's a hero, bless his soul! 
For his bashfulness and shyness, he is unexcelled 'round here 
No, there's no one here like Chambers, and never will be don't you fear. 
Tending "Olives' is his line 
Watch him soon hang out his sign. 
Verna's timid, did you know it? But she's right there when you go 
With her auto always willing, and doesn't drive so very slow. 
McFadden is her last name, but some day you will surely see 
That this Senior girl will change it, wonder what it then will be? 
She an auto-bus will drive 
For a ride, will charge you "five." 
Did you ever hear debating that would make your heart to quake? 
There's one who cr'n surely do it, keep on Blanche you'll take the cake; 
She's a Crawford, she's ambitious, always studying, never fails; 
May success go ever with her as down the stream of life she sails. 
As a lecturer she'll perform, 
She will take her crowd by storm. 
Oh! there was a boy named Joseph, see him fly around the track; 
He can jump and play at football, and in singing does not lack. 
Findlay plays a part in movies, as surveyor he appears. 
May good luck for e'er go with him, in the coming future years. 
He around the world will roam 
To find the keeper for his home. 
Now for Olive, fair and smiling, she's prepared for one, to wait, 
She has done her work most nobly, it has told for her her fate, 
Then altho' she's very quiet and we will not see her long, 
Our hearts have all gone out to Olive, and we're nowise wrong. 
Ever faithful she will be 
Be her task on land or sea. 
As for Votaw, short of stature, he's the life of all our play 
For without Vernon with us dreadful long would be the day; 
For those chocolate bars rjnd peanuts, which we buy each day of him 
We thank him heartily tho' our teachers think it a wasting sin. 
In New York he'll take abode 
To be a builder of good roads. 
Then as this large class of Seniors leave their Alma Mater's door 
May joy and peace go with them ever and prosperity 'round them pour. 
They are winners we are losers, but while thinking of their fate 
Let us strive to e'er push upward, lern to labor while we wait. 
And a name of good .renown 
We can leave this Quaker town. 
—39— 
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Ex—'l7ers 
Olin Armstrong 	 Margaret Keen 
Roy Barnes 	 David Mason 
Clifton Crist 	 Phoebe McClure 
Lillie Vail Curl 	 Lillian Nichols 
Donald Douglas 	 Joanna Nixon 
Helen Dye 	 Carl Rodfish 
Blanche Glover 	 Gladys Seale 
Mr. Holcomb 	 Clifford Setzer 
Mildred Jessup 
	 Jean Stokes 
Helen Johnson 	 Charles Sydnor 
Harvey Jordan 
	 Blanche Wilkins 
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Class of 1918 
THE jolly Juniors have had a prominent part in the various activities of college life. Great interest has been shown in the 
Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. The office of president of both 
these organizatid'ns has been held by Juniors during the past 
year, and the cabinet members chosen from the class have all been 
faithful in their work. 
We have been very successful in athletics. The captain of the 
invincible football team of 1916 was chosen from our ranks; four of 
our men received sweaters and others were among the best subs. The 
fame of Whittier College reached the Atlantic coast through the efforts 
of Verl Murray, who made a fine showing in the low hurdles at the 
National meet held in Newark, N. J. Our men also did good work 
in basketball and baseball. We made off with the inter-class field and 
track honors, a stunt we have performed for three successive years. 
We are well represented in both Glee Clubs and the splendid 
co-operation of our members is appreciated by all. 
Three years we have struggled to possess knowledge, but she 
smiles and beckons as at the beginning. Yet, the Junior class, with 
their ambition keyed to the highest pitch, are now practically in view 
of their much-coveted goal. 
Good luck to you, Class of '18! 
-41- 
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Harold Couithurst 
President 
"I think the boy has grace in him; he blushes." 
Helen R. White 
Vice-President 
'Her lively looks a sprightly mind disclose." 
Henry R. Levo 
Treasurer 
"Hardships tire me not. I am determined." 
Lucile Hull 
Secretary 
"A sweet, heart-lifting cheerfulness seemed 
ever on her steps to wait." 
Laura Wright 
Social Chairman 
"Her voice was ever soft, gentle and low, an 
excellent thing in woman." 
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Eva Anderson 
"Her voice was like the voice the stars had 
when they sang together." 
Manning Simon 
"Wonderful his feats upon the field." 
Davena Todd 
"She loves not nature less, but man the more." 
Verl Murray 
"Publish my name and hang up my picture, 
as that of the tenderest lover." 
Helen Johnson 
"Gentle dignity spiced with a dash of fun." 
—4,3--- 
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Robert L. Brokaw 
"My tongue within my lips I rein, 
For who talks much must talk in vain." 
Mary Coffin 
"Her stature tall, I hate a dumpy woman." 
Olin Finch 
"Oh, it's excellent to have a giant's strength." 
Helen Chase 
"If she will, she will, you may depend on't, 
and if she won't, she won't, and there's an 
end on't." 
Ralph Hamburg 
"It seems to me I never can quite see 
Why teachers so delight to pick on me." 
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Richard Uhrig 
"While I remain above ground ye shall hear 
me." 
Laura Newton 
"Small in stature, but of great capacity." 
Keuzo Kitahama 
"The mirror of all courtesy." 
Glenn Belt 
"And when a lady's in the case, 
You know all other things give place." 
Harold Butler 
"Good, when not otherwise." 
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Ethel King 
"Modest and shy as a wren is she." 
Earl Murray 
"I saw and loved.' 
Pearl Knox 
"A pearl by name and nature." 
Arthur Camp 
"I am no orator as Brutus is, I only speak 
straight on." 
Lillian Allen 
"Serene and resolute and still, and calm, and 
self-possessed." 
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Vernon G. Stanfield 
"His ready speech flowed far and free." 
Class Poem 
We stand before the still, unopened doors, 
Long shadows yet are fading toward the West; 
The future stretches out to unseen shores, 
The space between is hidden by a mist. 
The time to us seems long, and yet too soon, 
The weeks fade into months, the months to years; 
Ambition flies ahead and calls us on, 
Too quickly morning glideth into noon. 
We hesitate before the paths that part, 
And thoughtfully trace out our chosen way— 
By our visions of the highest, in life and art— 
To leave our work complete at close of day. 
0, Thou who all the trials of men doth hear 
We ask for Thy direction and Thy care. 
L. II., 118. 
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The Class of 1919 
SOME of our classmates of last year are attending other colleges or universities, and so our membership has decreased, but we expect some of them to be back with us again next year. 
Although we have failed to carry off many class victories we 
have played a very important part in the college activities as a whole. 
In athletics we are proud to claim the manager, assistant manager 
and next season's football captain. Several of our boys did splendid 
work in basketball. In spite of the worthy Seniors and numerous 
Freshmen, we carried off many honors in track and won second place. 
Some of the class members hold important Student Body offices, 
others are prominent members or officials in Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. 
C. A. and Boys' and Girls' Glee Clubs. 
Some of the Sophomores have worked hard in debates and have 
splendidly represented the college in debates with other institutions. 
The Editor of the Quaker Campus and a large per cent of the staff 
are Sophomores and under their supervision it has become a big 
booster for the "Greater Whittier College." 
The class as a whole can say that this year has been one of con-
tinued and worthy activity along every line of college work, and that 
we have experienced a natural growth along intellectual as well as 
physical lines. 
-49- 
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June Aiken 
Vera Beam 
Lois Bennink 
Hazel Burdg 
Grace Cadwell 
Marjorie Clark 
Grace Crawford 
Hugh Dohi 
Donald Douglas 
Eldred Ferguson 
Laurel Ferguson 
Olin Finch 
Geneva Graham 
Sylva Gregg 
Hazel Hall 
CLASS OFFICERS 
Class of 1919 
Harry Hazzard 
Harold Hampton 
Hilda Harwood 
Elsie Haskin 
Lerner Hinshaw 
Raymond Hunnicutt 
Albert Jackson 
Marian Jackson 
Frances Klingberg 
La Verne Knox 
Mabel Knox 
Edith McCaslin 
Mansaku Nakamura 
Howard Park 
Emerson Poole 
Harry Rimmer 
Mignon Rimmer 
Blanche Seale 
Emma Setzer 
Joe Siemon 
Peter Sharpless 
Ethel Sheldon 
Florence Spicer 
Donald Story 
Clyde Tout 
Olive Van Winkle 
Faye Williams 
Claudine Webb 
Fern Workman 
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Class Poem 
The Sophomores are a mighty class 
With a good far reaching fame, 
We love these halls thro' which we pass; 
Whittier Gollege! We love your name. 
Our class, it numbers thirty-five 
We've come from far and near. 
As for boosting we're all alive 
We're strong for Whittier, have no fear. 
Pomona, Ontario and Elsinore, 
Colorado, Nebraska also Japan 
We're glad to have these, we want some more 
Send them to us, if you can. 
F. W., 119. 
<,A  
Class of 1920 
IT was in. September, 1916, that fifty-three bright young students introduced themselves to Whittier College. A few surreptitious glances, and a very few blunders, served to fully acquaint these 
enterprising youngsters with their surroundings and fellow 
students. It took litle more than a week for them to be far wiser 
than the upperclassmen. 
At the pole rush the class of '20 first demonstrated their unusual 
ability to accomplish wonderful things. Complacently sure of the 
brains and brawn of their heroes, the girls grouped about the large 
circle which surrounded the pole. Smiles and cheers greeted each 
display of ingenuity and stength by the Freshman men. The cheers 
which greeted the victorius boys were mingled with self-satisfied "I 
told you so's." 
This was the beginning but not the end of Freshman glory. In 
football we were victorious. In basketball the men of '20 were 
able to run up the largest score against all but the Seniors. Out of 
due respect to age we permitted the Seniors to take the game. When 
we lost the interclass track meet, we demonstrated our ability to 
meet defeat as gracefully as victory. We were soon back in form 
again and with the kind assistance of the Juniors won the baseball 
game. The boys were not alone in upholding the honor of the class 
in athletics. The girls defeated all but the upper class team in basket-
ball. 
Not only in athletics was the shining light of '20 distinguishable. 
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Several successful social affairs were enjoyed by most of the class. 
Those not attending certainly have something to regret to the end of 
their college days. The social chairmen for the first and second 
semesters were very proficient and furnished clever entertainment at 
all th parties, spreads, hayrides and "wienie" bakes. 
All have agreed that ours is a talented class. Many show great 
musical promise, both instrumental and vocal. Six girls and six 
boys from the Freshman class made the Glee Clubs. Others of the 
class show marked ability in oratory, debating and elocution. Last but 
not least the gentle art of "Queening" has not been neglected. We 
left that to a prominent young man of the class. 
We are proud of the class '20. We are proud of her achievements. 
We are glad to say that we belong to this class. But more than this, 
we are glad that our endeavors have not been all selfish. Our men and 
our women have sacrificed pleasure willingly and have fought valiantly 
not alone for the class, but for Whittier College. When the maroon 
and grey is displayed, we shall always proudly float the purple and 
gold above it, and we shall unite our efforts for a Greater Whittier 
College. 
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In Memory of the Pole Rush 
We have read of how the English beat the French at Waterloo, 
And of how Bryan swam the Hellesport in eighteen twenty-two, 
But say, the page in history that interests you and I 
That never fades in color though the years go quickly by, 
is the day when on the campus the Freshmen rushed the pole. 
Sophomores nailed their colors to a greasy pole on high, 
And dared to laugh at Freshmen as they viewed their work so sly; 
But their scorn was turned to sorrow, and grief was plainly seen, 
When the boys broke through their line with a hose of gasoline. 
On the day when on the campus the Freshmen rushed the pole. 
Matches soon were lighted and burned like mad the axle grease, 
Furious were the Sophomores, nor did their anger cease 
When on a human ladder Herschel mounted to the top, 
And as in shreds he tore their colors their tears began to drop 
On the day when on the campus, the Freshmen rushed the pole. 
E. F., '20. 
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List of Class of 1920 
Clell Abbott 
Adelaide Abel 
Mark Allen 
Helen Alter 
Edna Bennett 
Raymond Binford 
Benjamin Brubaker 
Emma Brubaker 
Florence Brubaker 
Joe Buckmaster 
Lillianette Chase 
Stella Coulthurst 
Helen Craig 
Elsie Crist 
Orpha Crist 
Ray Dreisbach 
Joseph Evans 
William Fawcett 
Anita Fletcher 
Josephine Frazier 
Elizabeth Fueller 
Frank Fueller 
Herschel Goodknight 
Charlotte Gordon 
Helen Gregg 
Arthur Halsey 
Arthur Hartley 
Teauey Hawley 
Marie Hiatt 
Herschel Jessup 
Ruby Johnson 
Louise Jones 
Thomas Kimber 
Frances King 
Hilda Malcho 
Sylvester Marshburn 
Preston Marshburn 
Marion McGrew 
Anna Mundt 
Ethel Newby 
Florence Nichols 
Paul Pierce 
Rhea Rainier 
Elizabeth Bees 
Leslie Remley 
Fern Richards 
Gertrude Squires 
Charles Starkey 
Leighton Stewart 
Kathleen Swain 
Furnas Trueblood 
Lorraine Tarbox 
Willis Walton 
Esther Williams 
AT cop oy~ I~i 
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Alma Mater 
When the dews of eve are falling 
Glistening on the campus loved so well 
Then our hearts to thee are calling 
Dear old Whittier we love so well. 
Our hearts belong to thee forever 
They thrill with love for thee most dear 
Our loyalty fades never 
We'll be ever true to Whittier. 
Where the moonlight sheds its splendor, 
And the students ever come and go, 
There we roam in rapture tender 
In the evening's mellow golden glow. 
-58- 
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James Kimber, Treasurer 	 Hilda Harwood, Secretar3 
Lewis Cox, President 
Verl Murray, Vice-President 
Erma Madge Horton, Member 
	 Oscar 0. Marshburn, Member 
THIS year, for the first time, every student was a member of the "Associated Students of Whittier College." This was accom-plished through, the student ticket which was given to each reg-
istered student. The ticket system was a success, for it also 
increased the attendance at athletic and forensic contests. It was 
thought advisable to revise the Code of Honor, which was the only 
medium of student government last year. A resolution was passed 
which provided for a "Board of Reminders," whose duty it is to call 
the attention of those making undue disturbances to the principals of 
the honor system. This committee of "reminders" consists of six 
students appointed by the executive committee. Also another change 
was made which increased chapel attendance without installing the cut 
system. The executive commitee of the "Associated Students" man-
ages all the details of business for the organization, and in addition to 
its regular business has done some big things this year. This commit-
tee which meets once each week is made up of the president, vice-
president, secretary and treasurer of the student body and two other 
members elected as committeemen. 
—60— 
PETER SHARPLESS 
Assistant Athletic Mgr. 
OLIVE MILHOUS 
Social Chairman 
EMERSON POOLE 
Publicity 
ELDRED FERGUSON 
Flag Man 
MADGE HORTON 
May Day Queen 
RICHARD UHRIG 
Monogram 
DAVENA TODD 
Decorating Chairman 
HARRY HAZARD 
Athletic Manager 
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The Whittier College Council 
W HITTIER College, like most other colleges, can be said to consist of three different bodies,—the board of directors, the faculty, and the student body, each with respective functions. 
In order that there shall be a smooth running college, each of these 
bodies must work in harmony with the other. 
While it is true that board faculty and student body each have their 
own problems to settle, it is equally true that there will be many ques-
tions that will require consideration from all three. There are many 
eases in which it is necessary for each of the bodies to have the advice 
and support of the others. It is for purposes of this kind that the 
Whittier College Council was organized, the membership representing 
the three bodies. With neither legislative nor executive powers, the 
main function of the committee is to give counsel in all matters per-
taining to the college as a whole. 
Being a new organization, its influence has not yet been felt, but 
it is hoped that it will soon occupy a prominent place in school affairs. 
Whether its office will be one of restraint or of encouragement, its 
prime object will be to bring in closer fellowship the three essential 
groups in our big family. 
-62- 
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The Board of Reminders 
The Board consists of a committee of six students appointed by 
the Executive Committee. There are two representatives from each 
of the upper classes and one each from the Fresh and Sophs. 
This was to fill out the plans of the Code of Honor as adopted by 
the Student Body some years ago. The Code of Honor binds, or, 
rather places a student on his or her honor to keep quiet in or near 
the building during study hours. If, in any case a student heecmes 
bisterouE i is I hc-. duty o this coIm!:Ii II [G 	 r i I) 	 ru CILU; t 
3ommittee Li speak t the sttdent making thu iiunLLu@ an :LJ 
him or her of the fact that they are breaking the Code of Honor and 
that if they wish to be honorable they must keep quiet so other stu-
dents can study. This Board seemed to be a necessity, for students 
had almost forgotten their obligations to others. 
The President of the Associated Student Body acts as chairman 
of this committee and keeps it in good working order. Other members 
of the committee are Myrtle Allen, Helen White, Earl Murray, Harold 
Hampton and Preston Marshburn. 
—63— 
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Y.M.C.A. 
THE Young Men's Christian Association! What does this term mean in the present day? In some places it represents strong 
athletic ability, in some places efficient educational develop-
ment, and in other places it represents what the name implies, 
a young men's Christian association. We hope that the Y. M. C. A. 
of Whittier College may be considered among the class promoting the 
latter ideal as the one for foremost consideration. 
Throughout the past year the Y. M. C. A. has extended a strong 
influence for the right, in the college. Every Wednesday morning 
the regular weekly meetings are held, which, we believe, were of real 
benefit to those who attended. As a rule some outside speaker ad-
dresses the men and occasionally such men as Harry Hill or Gale 
Seamen were secured. 
Another branch of the religious functions was the weekly Bible 
class. These meetings were usually held in the men's dormitory and 
were quite well attended. The chief subject dealt with was a study 
of the old Hebrew tabernacle with its various types and lessons. Rev. 
John S. Kimber gave a series of short talks on this subject which 
proved very beneficial. 
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A third important phase of the religious activities was the great 
Y. M. C. A. Asilomar Conference. Whittier had only four represen-
tatives there this year, and we should have had more and certainly 
expect to in the future. The conference was of the greatest benefit 
to those who attended. It is a time of uplift and strengthening 
which often leaves a lifelong influence on the men who go there. 
Besides these phases the Y. M. C. A. exerts a social influence 
which has been perhaps stronger, this year than previously. This side 
of college activity should certainly be governed ever more strongly, 
by the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A. organizations. In the beginning 
of the year the annual opening "stag feed" was held. This was a 
great success and proved to be not only a means of enjoyment, but also 
of acquaintance and fellowship. Another social occasion of note was 
the famous "Nut Social" held under the auspices of the Y. M. and 
Y. W. associations. This event took place in the girls' dormitory and 
was attended by about two-thirds of the whole student body. 
May we as members of the Y. M. C. A., exert a firmer and more 
practical influence on the athletic field, and thus fulfill the underlying 
principle of the Y. M. C. A., to promote the development of body, 
mind, and spirit. 
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet 
EARL MURRAY 	 President 
THOMAS KIMBER 	 Vice-President 
PRESTON MARSHBURN 	 Secretary 
RICHARD TJHRIG 
	 Treasurer 
ROBERT BROKAW 	 Bible 
JAMES KIMBER 	 Missionary 
VERL MURRAY 	 Membership 
PAUL PIERCE 	 Deputation 
ELDRED FERGUSON 	 Employment 
CHARLES WOODARD 
	
Social 
BENJAMIN BRUBAKER 
	
Music 
HERSCHEL JESSUP 	 Poster 
PROF. MORRIS KIMBER 	 Faculty Adviser 
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Y. W. C. A. 
"HE Young Women's Christian Association stands for the high- 
est ideal of young womanhood. It tends to bring the girls of 
the college together in closer friendship than may be given them 
by any other organization. The association is so wide awake 
and interesting that girls just beginning college are glad to become 
members. The fact that this last year the Y. W. C. A. claimed prac-
tically every girl in college in its membership shows that a very suc-
cessful year has passed. 
The Y. W. C. A. is especially helpful because, as well as getting 
much pleasure and instruction from it, each girl has her own individ-
ual place to fill and work to do. The weekly meetings of the association 
this year have been unusually interesting, including a wide variety of 
subjects. Some especially inspiring talks from outside leaders proved 
to be very attractve. Some of these speakers were, Mrs. A. C. John-
son, Mrs. Day, Mrs. Clem Arnold, Mrs. Myrick, and one of the State 
Secretaries, Miss Helen Fulton. 
The Bible Classes during the first part of the year, and the Mis-
sion Study Classes of the second semester, were very good and very 
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well attended. Seven of the girls attended the Asilomar conference 
during the summer, and about thirty of the members went to the 
Student Conference at U. S. C. 
But while the Y. W. C. A. stands for all that is Ligli aLl I £1ti 
ful in womanhood, the development of the moral side of character, 
still real fun is not forgotten. Beginning with the "dove party," 
when the new girls were welcomed by the old, a standard of gayety 
and good "sistership" was set for the year. The never to be for-
gotten "Nut Social" was the joint good times of the Y. M. C. A. 
with the Y. W. C. A. The Saint Patrick banquet was no less attrac-
tive and the afternoon on which the High school girls were enter-
tained was no less a success. A tea given for Miss Fulton completed 
the activities of the Y. W. C. A., making a happy end to the year's 
work. 
The Y. W. C. A. is probably the most important part of a Whit-
tier girl's college life, and the president and her cabinet with the 
help of every member have accomplished wonders during the past 
year. Truly one feels that to be a member of the Young Women's 
Christian Association is to have a greater responsibility and affection 
toward one's Alma Mater. 
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet 
President 	 MARY COFFIN 
Vice-President 	 GRACE CADWELL 
Secretary 	 FLORENCE BRUBAKEB 
Treasurer 	 GRACE CRAWFORD 
Annual Member 
	 EVA ANDERSON 
COMMITTEES 
Meetings 	 LUCILE HULL 
Bible 	 LAURA WRIGHT 
Association News 
	 ANITA FLETCHER 
Conference 	 RUBY JOHNSON 
Missionary 
	 LAURA NEWTON 
Social Service 	 FAYE WILLIAMS 
Social 	 ELSIE SETZER 
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Student Volunteer Band 
Although the Student Volunteer Band lost some of its members 
through graduaation last year, new ones came to take their places, 
making a total membership of ten at present. Meetings are held once 
a week to carry on the business of the band and for discussions. 
There have been a number of special talks which were especially 
interesting and inspiring. 
Another prominent feature of the band is the deputation work in 
neighboring towns. It has given them valuable experience in real 
missionary work and stimulated them to press on to the fulfillment 
of the purpose of the Student Volunteer Movement, which is, "The 
Evangelization of the World in This Generation." 
The Asilomar Club 
The Asilomar Club was first organized in 1915 with nine charter 
members, the purpose being to stimulate interest in Asilomar and to 
boost in the sending of large delegations each year to the Conference. 
To become a member one must have attended at least one conference. 
Another feature of the club is the Asilomar Scrap Book, and 
anyone on taking a peep into this interesting book will at once be 
seized with the desire of making the trip for herself. 
This year the club has had several additions to its membership. 
Regular meetings have been held, also one public meeting was held, 
at which time the entire evening was devoted to picturing scenes at 
the Conference ground. 
The following are the officers: President, Myrtle Allen, secre-
tary-treasurer, Madge Horton. 
The I. P. A. 
The Intercollegiate Prohibition Association was organized at the 
first of the year 1916-17, by one of the National Intercollegiate Travel-
ing Secretaries. The fifteen charter members elected the following 
officers: President, Claude Sams; Vice-President, Harry IRimmer; 
Secretary, Elizabeth Fueller; Treasurer, Boy Driesbach. 
Several members of the League took an active part in the Cali-
fornia Dry Campaign by'Speaking, singing and distributing literature 
in nearby towns. 
-68- 
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The Boys' Dormitory 
The "Boys Dorm" is one of the most inviting places connected 
with college life. This statement may be proved by any one of the 
eighteen fellows who call it home. The freshest Freshman upon his 
first introduction to the fellows, remarks that "it sure is a good 
bunch of fellows and they make you feel at home," while the Senior 
sheds a tear upon the very thought of having to leave. To say the 
least the dorm fellows are one jolly bunch with which the phrase "a 
good sport" is characteristic of each member. 
If you think that our dormitory is a desolate place with no at-
tractions, step around once in a while and listen to the old phono-
graph play while the quoit fiends are enjoying themselves with the 
rubber rings and another pair of fellows are buried in a game of 
checkers in the opposite corner of the reception room. Of course we 
have a few rules and regulations such as, don't step out too late into 
the night, and moderate the noise after 7:45 p. in., so as not to 
bother some unfortunate fellow who must. work an hour or two on 
some chemistry or German. 
Elliott Chambers was appointed "Proctor," and it is his duty 
to see to the observance of these regulations and to smother any 
undue disturbances during quiet hours. 
A characteristic scene is to see several of our talented musicians 
meet in some room with the bunch and play their guitars, mandolins, 
ukuleles and sometimes a horn, while the rest of the fellows lend 
vocal harmony to the old favorite numbers such as, "Quaker Town," 
"Born-Born Bay," and many others. Such times of jollity are to be 
long remembered by every dorm fellow when he looks back on his 
happy college days. 
From this description you may think that our college work might 
be a secondary matter, but upon due inquiry you will learn that only 
a few have received low grades and the general average is quite a 
little better than that of the average college student. 
With all our good times comes sadness when we think of the time 
coming when some of us must leave the place of many joys and pleas- 
ant acquaintances. 	 B. B., '20. 
The Girls' Cottage 
The Girls' Cottage has proved a very popular place this year, but 
not only for the girls, for it has had a peculiar attraction for the 
boys as well. 
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The capacity of the cottage has been taxed to the limit and even 
now the only comfort we can afford a visitor is a bed on the floor 
or a couple of rails. But this does not seem to daunt the would-be 
visitor, which only goes further to prove the popularity of the place. 
The cause for this popularity has been due to a great extent to 
our "mother," Mrs. Howard, who has made it a real home for "her 
girls." She is a girl herself and always in for a good time and yet 
she is just as ready to sit down and listen to our little scraps, hear 
our tales of woe and offer advice. We do provoke her often by our 
thoughtless pranks, but when we do wrong, she has that knack and 
tact which makes us all the better friends for our little set-to. So 
here's to Mother Howard. We're strong for her! 
From 7:30 o'clock in the morning until 7:30 at night, the dorm-
itory is wide awake. Between several piano and vocal students, and 
an Edison, there's always "music in the air." At times the prodig-
ious efforts of these students become complicated and it is no rare 
thing to see one going about, fingers in ears with a merry staic ex-
pression upon her countenance. Usually, the music is appreciated, 
however, and often our little family gathers around the piano to 
spend an evening or Sunday afternoon. 
Saturdays are most interesting days at the, dorm, and how the 
"movie man" would enjoy the scenes. It is cleaning up day both 
mentally, physically and personally. The broom and mop are on 
the job from morning till night,' the wash-tubs are in great demand, 
and the ironing board is "promised" for hours ahead of time. In-
deed, our motto might well be "cleanliness" for we surely do live up 
to it. 
-70---- 
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As for feeds, we have a plenty and how we do enjoy them in the 
dark! But perhaps the two most important features of our 
dormitory are the doorbell and the telephone. On Friday and Satur-
day evenings usually our Mother must needs seat herself downstairs 
to answer either one or the other while up stairs hanging on the 
banisters the girls wait in turn to be "asked for." As for pranks 
and room stackings we leave the reader to fill in himself for even 
though we are Quaker maids, we have to admit that we aren't always 
so docile and quiet as might be expected. 
Indeed, dormitory life is great and each girl feels indebted to 
the Board for having made everything so attractive and pleasant. 
Whittier College Boarding Club 
The Boarding Club, which is managed and run by the students 
of the college, has passed through a very successful year, financially, 
socially, and also in complying with the physical needs of its great 
variety of members. 
The Woman's Auxiliary 
The Woman's Auxiliary of Whittier College was organized No-
vember 3rd, 1904, with forty-one charter members, for the purpose 
of co-operating with the trustees, faculty and students of the College 
in their efforts to improve the buildings and grounds of the institution 
and increase the interest in the College. 
The prime movers in the organization of this important society 
were Clara Meredith Hiatt, since deceased, together with Nancy Wing 
Owens and Docia W. Symons, who had been members of a similar aux-
iliary devoted to the interests of Penn College, Iowa. 
Since the beginning this society has been untiring in its actvity 
to further college interests and its success has been great. Many thou-
sands of dollars have been raised and expended in various ways. But 
more important than the financial has been the moral support and the 
influence in creating an atmosphere of interest not only In our own 
beloved town but throughout the State, where Friends are located. 
The officers for this year are: President, Elizabeth Thornburgh; 
Vice-President, Anna C. Arnold; Secretary, Jessie D. Crites. 
The Woman's Auxiliary has been taking an active part in the 
campaign for Greater Whittier College. Teams have been organized 
and the people of the vicinity are to be thoroughly canvassed. 
-71- 
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The Associated Alumni banquet and luncheon and the final big 
banquet ending the Campaign will be in charge of the Auxiliary. 
The members of this organization have the interest of the College 
at heart and each current year does something of practical value for 
the college dormitories and main building. 
J. D. C., '15. 
College Book Store 
The College Book Room was a very in-
teresting place this year. A good supply of 
chocolates, roasted peanuts and candy proved 
a good drawing card for students and while 
they were enjoying these confections the man-
ager took occasion to remind them of books, 
supplies and other college necessities. 
Besides being a very busy place from a 
business standpoint, the store was used as a 
committee room for student meetings. Stu-
dents enjoyed themselves talking over the 
pleasant, or sometimes otherwise, side of 
school life, so altogether the book room was 
a busy place. 
This is the only place in Whittier for 
College Text Books. The students and professors work together in 
the ordering of books, making the prices the lowest possible and also 
doing away with loss by books being left on the shelves. To date, 
April 20th, the manager reports $1,200.00 worth of business, the 
profits of this going to the Student Body and the management. 
The Language Clubs 
Each of the language departments has its own club. These are 
large and enthusiastic organizations, holding meetings during the sem-
ester at which programs are given. 
Two of the clubs have given public programs. The public meeting 
held by Der Deutsche Verein and Le Diner Francaise were of especial 
interest. The Spanish Club and the Comites have not as yet braved a 
public entertainment. 
—72— 
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My Desert 
Have you ever lived on the desert 
Have you ever played in God's yard? 
Have you ever seen the glory of Heaven 
In that land man hath not marred? 
If not, you've missed the best in Nature 
Her colors of fire and gold, 
Her morning, her evening, and nighttime, 
Where God's love is over all. 
Oh, it's big and wide and glorious 
And fills one with breathless awe, 
For Heaven comes right down to my desert, 
And the best in man is law. 
73 
....,.,., 
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The Acropolis 
A
s an annual book the Acropolis is in its youth. The first annual 
being published in 1915. Each year strides of advancement 
have been marked. That this volume has many defects we are 
all aware, but it has been our aim to fully and impartially 
record in these pages the activities of the school, of its progress, its 
victories and defeats—to faithfully record the school life in Whittier 
College. 
If, in our work-a-day world of the future, when time and separa-
tion have dissolved the bonds that bind this body of students together, 
you will look upon these pages and they rekindle those pleasant mem-
ories which cause you to live again the joy and enthusiasm of your 
college days, we shall then truly feel that our goal has been attained. 
Laura Newton 
Helen White 
Earl Murray 
Harold Coulthurst 
Helen Chase 
Henry Levo 
Davena Todd 
Verl Murray 
Arthur Camp 
Eva Anderson 
Lucile Hnll 
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\TERL MURRAY 
DONALD STORY, MGR. 
GRACE CADWELL 
JOE FINDLAY 
JUNE AIKEN 
FLORENCE SPICER 
LERNER HINSHAW, F" 
EDITH McCASLIN 
CHARLES WOODARD 
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CAMPUS REPORTERS 
The Quaker Campus 
The Quaker Campus is the weekly newspaper of Whittier Col-
lege. It is edited by the students, its staff being chosen by the editor 
from the student body at large. 
The paper is the expression of college life, and upholds the ideals 
and standards of our Alma Mater. It is sent all over the country to 
various high schools and colleges for the purpose of furthering the 
interests of the school. Our school is judged many times by the 
quality of the paper, and the editor and his staff have tried to make 
it a success. 
EDITOR QUAKER CAMPUS. 
-77- 
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An Incident of the Night 
MISS Osburne sat before the fire thinking of her future. Her sister was married and had two little children to occupy her time. Her dear father was dead and now lay peacefully 
slumbering at last under the fresh mound in that "city of the 
dead" commonly called Wakefield. 
Rising and going to a little table in one corner of the dismal look-
ing room, she took a piece of paper and a pencil from a drawer and 
then sat again, chewing the end of the pencil thoughtfully. 
First, she drew a heavy line down through the center of the paper 
and on one side wrote "Credit" and on the other "Debit." In the 
first column went down $100,000, and then she stopped. What else 
had she beside her money? She had a healthy body and a strong mind, 
perhaps it was a little too strong, but at any rate she wasn't ready for 
an asylum for the feeble minded. She put them under the $100,000 
and then turned to the other column. Now she had a healthy body, 
but she certainly didn't have good looks. She hesitated about adding 
that to her list, but finally decided that this was an honest account and 
no one but herself would ever see it, so she grated her teeth and put 
it down. Thus, her list grew until she sat back and heaved a sigh of 
relief. It is no easy job, this putting down your faults in black and 
white even if no one but yourself will see them. 
The fire burned lower and lower and Miss Marie's head began to 
nod. The paper slipped from her fingers and fell to the floor and a 
gentle snore came from between the parted lips. 
A key turned stealthily in the lock and the front door swung open 
far enough to admit the slender figure of a man. As he glided into the 
living room the monotonous -drone stopped for an instant and then 
continued. The man seemed hypnotized, he slowly approached the 
chair and stood looking on the sleeping woman. His eye was caught 
by the slip of paper, taking it under the lamp he read, "Credit," 
$100,000, a strong mind, a whole heart. "Debit," good looks, good 
temper, peace of mind, of soul. He looked with amazement at the 
woman. She wasn't really so very bad looking—and $100,000! What 
wouldn't he do for $100,000. He was unmarried, she evidently was,—
"a whole heart," and it wasn't hard to win one of these old maids. 
She was at least sixty. 
He would meet her some way after he got some good clothes with 
the money he would get from some of the silver there on the dresser, 
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and after he married her and got his hands on that $100,000. Hastily 
he put back the piece of paper on the floor by her feet and cramming 
some of the poorest of the silver in his bag—for he would want the 
good silver after he got married—he threw her a farewell kiss and 
again opened the door and passed through. As the big door closed, 
the little puff of air whisked the piece of paper which had done its 
work, into the dying embers, and in a few moments it was only a bit 
of charred paper. 
Everything was deathly still, for the drone had ceased and there 
was no other sound. 
The next evening's Post announced to all Londoners that Marie 
Osbourne, daughter of the late George Osbourne, Sr., had been mys-
teriously murdered while sitting in a chair at her home. It was 
believed that robbery was the motive, as some valuable silver was miss-
ing from the sideboard. The robber had so far eluded the police, but 
they had several clues and would soon find him, it was believed. 
Meanwhile, the poor robber was feeling very poor indeed. He had 
missed the prize and the best of the silver too. 
E. N., '20. 
Spring's Awakening 
I.  
Midst hissing snow and stinging sleet 
Old Winter's chariot rides; 
And in time to the beat of his horse's feet, 
Comes the breath from their panting sides, 
O'er the deafening roar of the howling blast 
Sounds the shrill scream of their cry, 
And he shrieks at his steeds as they gallop past 
Old Winter is riding by! 
II.  
The sun shines clear in the bright blue sky, 
A gentle breeze is blowing. 
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White flecks of clouds go flitting by, 
Just for the joy of going. 
Along the fences one may find 
White streaks of snow still lying, 
By old King Winter left behind 
As he was northward flying. 
And see along the sloping banks, 
The tender grass blades springing. 
Come out to show the brooks their thanks, 
And hear again his singing. 
And then in lovely azure beds 
Among the sheltering grasses, 
The violets lift their drooping heads 
To watch him as he passes. 
Iv. 
But hark! The step of fairy feet 
Upon yon mosses falling! 
And a gentle whisper low and sweet 
Throughout the forest calling! 
Up in the sombre pines it sighs 
Among the grasses creeping, 
Throughout the sylvan glades it flies, 
Awakening all the sleeping. 
V. 
Rabbits gamboling in the moon-light, 
Through the pleasant sylvan glades. 
Sporting where the moon-beam flickers, 
Back and forth among the shades. 
Wild-cat prowling through the bushes, 
Owls a-hooting long and drear, 
Hear the whispering call of Nature—
All rejoice that Spring is here. 
T. K., '20. 
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"Rambles" 
Albert H. Stone, 115 
I was so situated last summer that I had excellent opportunity 
afforded me for boating, swimming, tramping, mountain climbing and 
fishing. I enjoyed all, but the one of which I tired least and which 
seemed to give a certain kind of quiet satisfaction that none of the 
others afforded, was fishing. It was a pure delight to start out upon 
a hot afternoon and row lazily across the lake to a shady place under 
an overhanging rock. There I would let down an improvised anchor 
consisting of a large rock or piece of iron tied on the end of a rope. 
Sometimes twenty-five or fifty feet of rope was necessary, accord-
ing to the depth of the water. I preferred the twenty-five foot depth, 
because the water wasso clear at that depth that I could see the bot-
tom, covered, with fine white sand and pebbles, or huge rocks, or in 
some places, the trunks of trees that had fallen in the lake years ago. 
In the deeper water I would fish for bass; in the shallower for perch 
and sunfish. 
At the depth of twenty-five feet one can sit and watch his hook, 
and see the fish come up and take a nibble. I would not have to wait 
until I felt a pull on the line as in the deeper water, but watch the fish 
swallow the wiggling worm, and haul him up. Nothing could be more 
tranquil than to find such a shady spot, bait my hook, light my pipe 
and watch the fish nibble twenty-five feet below the surface. I came 
to understand how good Iaak Walton found a sufficient amount 
of material to fill his delightful book. He had nothing to interrupt the 
continuity of his thought. 
But the most enjoyable part of such a trip consisted in watching 
the day draw to a close, in seeing the sun slowly drop behind the pine 
fringed hills, and the light gradually fade in the west. As is always 
the case, the most beautiful effect was secured when a bank of clouds 
hung in the western horizon. Long streaks of red and gold were flung 
across the sky. The green trees were silhouetted against a background 
of gold. Gradually the gold faded—now a lighter yellow streaked 
with rifts of dark clouds, giving the sky a sallow tinge; now a lemon-
green, a silver, a colorless background, twilight. The diamonds that 
dripped from the blades of my oars as I rowed slowly back, no longer 
sparkled. They were become mere drops of water. 
Of the many fishing trips I had, the one longest to be remem-
bered was taken early one morning. I started out about three-thirty 
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in the morning when the gray lines were just beginning to appear in 
the east. I rowed swiftly across the lake, the only sound I heard being 
the dip of my oars and the faint call of a whip-poor-will far up the 
mountain side. By the time I had almost reached the opposite side 
of the lake, the gray lines has just begun to take on a pink tinge. A 
full moon of a pale silver hue hung low in the west, and threw weird 
ghost-like shadows of the trees on the sandy shore of the lake. As I 
rested on my oars for a moment and let the boat glide noiselessly 
through the dark water, the sound of fairy music caught my ear. I 
turned and looked toward the cove my boat was approaching, and 
listened intently. I heard it more distinctly. I leaned forward, en-
tranced by the liquid tones, but could not catch the words. Was it mov-
ing forms I saw, or but waving shadows of the trees In a small 
natural clearing, undefiled by the hand of man, illumined by the awak-
ening dawn and the fading moon, I saw a circle of nymph-like forms 
dancing with airy steps about a central figure. Round and round they 
whirled, their heads thrown back, their limbs gleaming white, a picture 
of artless grace. The long hair of the dancers floated behind them in 
the breeze with their thin-floating garments. The central figure swayed 
rhythmically to the notes which fell from the slender reed instrument 
at his lips. To my astonishment his lower limbs were not like those of 
a man, but were goat-like and covered with shaggy hair. I had un-
wittingly surprised Pan at his revels! Nearer glided my boat to the 
• shore. Now I faintly caught the words: 
Gods of Hellas, lift your faces 
From among the river rushes, 
Let there be of tears no traces, 
For the pale Aurora blushes, 
And the sky is crimson red. 
Rise, arise, Pan is not dead. 
I have seen him in the shadows 
Where the laurel leaves are thickest, 
I have seen him in the meadows 
Where the clover lies the deepest, 
Piping from his grassy bed. 
Rise, arise, Pan is not dead. 
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I have seen the Dryads dancing, 
Scented rose leaves in their hair, 
Circling Pan, who piped entrancing, 
A melodious rustic air, 
And they sang as light they tread, 
"Rise, arise, Pan is not dead." 
One afternoon in early spring, having nothing in particular to 
do, and feeling in a restless mood that would have made any task un-
bearable, I started out for a walk, accompanied only by my pipe. After 
walking some distance down one of the pikes, I branched off on a side 
road which ran between two low wooded hills. On the right side a 
prominent sign warned off any onefeeling disposed to trespass. A 
strong, wire fence invited consideration to any one inclined to disre-
gard the sign. But on the left the fence slouched along in an unkept 
manner, and finally gave up all pretense of being a barrier. An invit-
ing little path led up the side of the hill. Feeling in an adventurous 
mood, I turned aside to see where it would lead me. It wound around 
a steep little hill covered with large chestnut trees. Upon reaching 
a small knoll about half way up, I sat down on a stump and looked 
about me. The hillsides were brown with dead leaves, save where 
here and there patches of dingy snow, which had long defied the warm 
spring sun, but was now fast surrendering, lay in the most sheltered 
places. At my left a small turbulent stream, fed by the melting snow, 
tumbled headlong on its way to join the larger stream which wound 
more placidly between the hills. It precipitated itself over the rocks, 
the brown water whirling in eddies, as if in haste to turn the many 
water wheels which waited for it miles below. The trees waved their 
leafless branches in the gentle wind as if, impatient to take on their 
verdant spring garments, they were imploring the warm sun to swell 
their buds. Here and there the green blades of grass were peeping 
through their covering of dead leaves. Suddenly the whistle of a 
bird caught my ear. Looking up I saw a robin perched on a nearby 
limb, his red breast swelled with the joy of spring. "Spring has 
come," I thought. 
"Spring has come; I hear the robin's note; 
High on a swaying branch he swells his throat, 
And warbles notes of sweetest southern lays, 
Of moss-hung trees, gay streams and sunny bays. 
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Spring is here; I feel it in the breeze, 
I see it in the grass, the stream, the trees; 
I would not start, should some fair wood nymph say, 
Peeping from tree, 'Behold me! I am May.' 
Life is here, from winter's womb set free; 
New life, new hope, new opportunity; 
Life with the freshness of a maiden's dream, 
Bidding us wake and rise, and follow the gleam." 
On Gao1ine 
Hail! 0 Gasoline, with odoriferous scent, 
Hail! 0 goddess of my gas machine, 
You who most often are seen 
In the ascendant. You there are sent 
When John D. a loan has lent 
To the allies so far away. 
For philanthropies or colleges. That must not be spent. 
For verily his own cash, it must not pay 
So 'tis we who suffer 
And our gas machines 
As you rise higher and ever more high. 
Oh, will you, I wonder 
Come down when you've seen 
O'er the pearly gates up there in the sky l 
E. N., '20. 
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DONALD STORY 
	
ARTHUR CAMP 
PAUL P.IEIRCE 
PRESTON MARSHBURN 
	
TEAUEY HAWLEY 
Debate and Oratory 
D EBATE and Oratory seemed to take on a new lease of life at the opening of the past school year when it became known that at least a splendid coach had been secured for this department, 
in the person of Prof. Eugene Knox. 
Although no banners have been won to be placed among our other 
trophies upon the college walls, our coach and debating teams put in 
hard and consistent efforts and did splendid work. 
The season opened with a preliminary debate between the Fresh-
men and Sophomores in which contest the "Babes" came off victor-
ious. The same question, "Resolved: That the Course Pursued by 
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President Wilson to prevent the threatened railroad strike of 1916 
was for the best interests of the nation," was debated between Whittier 
College and Fullerton Junior College on December 15th. The .Fuller-
ton lads were victorious. 
The above question was also debated in our annual simultaneous 
debate with U. S. C. Law school, which was held January 11th, and 
though our boys put up a splendid argument U. S. C. was the victor. 
The next debate was an interclass affair between the Juniors and 
Seniors on the question of the United States intervening in Mexico 
by force of arms. The Juniors came off winners. 
The final intercollegiate debate was a simultaneous affair with 
Redlands on March 22nd. The question debated was, "Resolved: That 
the United States should intervene by force of arms in Mexico in the 
interests of a more stable form of government." This contest resulted 
in a tie. No Whittier-Oxy debate was held this year. 
Arthur Camp, Donald Story, Howard Park, Paul Peirce, Preston 
Marshburn, and Teauey Hawley were our debating representatives 
for this year. 
Whittier, represented by Paul Peirce, won second place in the 
Intercollegiate Prohibition Contest on May 10. 
Agora 
With the introduction of a women's debating team last year it 
was decided that the old Rhodian Council no longer offered the ideal 
debating society for Whittier College since its membership was en-
tirely limited to men. Instead of reorganizing it, however, it was de-
cided to form a totally new organization to be called the Agora. The 
active membership is made up of those who have won forensic W's 
by participation in inter-collegiate debates or oratorical contests. The 
associate members are elected from those who express desire to take 
part in intercollegiate forensics. It is our aim to make the little gold 
and silver W's the insignia of active membership in the Agora as 
well as a sign of forensic activity. 
This year offered the best prospects for a long time for we at last 
had a regular debating coach although somewhat short on experienced 
men. Thanks to the whole-hearted endeavor of Coach Knox debating 
not only made a success of the year, but it has given us the nucleus 
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of a very strong team for next year. It was to keep our new men to-
gether and keep up the spirit for the coming year that the Agora was 
founded. 
• And so with a multitude of hopes for the future and with a tre-
mendous zeal to accomplish, we not only introduce the Agora to the 
friends of Whittier College, but we also beg leave to announce the 
coming year of 1917-'18 as the most successful year Whittier has ever 
had in Forensics. We, the active, charter membership, collectively 
thank you. 
ARTHUR CAMP 	 President 
EARL MURRAY 	 Vice-President 
FAYE WILLIAMS 	 Secretary 
Coach Knox 
Florence Spicer 
Donald Story 
Earl Murray 
• PROGRAM COMMITTEE 
Lerner Hinshaw 
Paul Peirce 
Teauey Hawley 
Robert Brokaw 
Blanche Crawford 
Howard Park 
Preston Marshburn 
Claudine Webb 
Morris Kimber 
CLAUDE SAMS, Forensic Manager 
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School of Expression 
A
new department made its appearance in Whittier this year, 
when a School of Expression and Oratory was established. 
Debate and Oratory contestants had received coaching from 
members of the student body or from individuals who volun-
teered their services. This hap-hazzard plan of conducting the forensic 
interests of the college was unsatisfactory, to say the least, so the 
school authorities decided to provide a coach and place him at the 
head of the new department of public speaking. Professor Eugene 
Knox was obtained for this position and is helping, materially, to 
arouse interest in the spoken word. 
The field of his work includes special instruction in literary inter-
pretation, dramatic art, physical culture and voice training, which 
prepare students for platform work as readers and entertainers, and 
also equips them to teach Expession and Oratory. It also includes 
the coaching of all contestants in Oratory and Debate, as well as the 
directing of the college plays. 
The success this department has already achieved is evident from 
the number who have taken advantage of this new course, and from 
the interest that is being aroused in the forensic contests. Over thirty 
students have been enrolled in the special department of Expression, 
several of whom are entered for the full course of two years and who 
will be graduated from the department at the end of next year. They 
have access to a library of five hundred manuscript readings, the 
cream of that style of literature, which has been selected during the 
past six years. 
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Each week during the school year, these students appear in pri-
vate recitals where a few persons are invited to attend. These recitals 
occur on Tuesday evenings and give 
those who take part an opportunity 
to become used to appearing before an 
audience and to try out their readings. 
Toward the end of the year public 
recitals are given, and some of these 
selections, after more mature pre-
paration, are presented at these more 
formal affairs. 
Aside from those who are studying 
in this department to prepare them-
selves professionally, are those who 
are taking the work for cultural reas-
ons only. The self poise, grace, 
health of body, and refined personal 
appearance they gain are valuable as-
sets to them in whatever profession or 
walk of life they may find themselves. 
The prospects for a very large in-
crease in enrollment next year are 
good, and Whittier feels that one of 
her greatest needs has been met in 
the establishment of the department 
of Expression and Oratory. 
The Senior Play 
THE Senior Class will present, on June fourth, "The Servant in the House," by Charles Kennedy. The cast have been working hard and all indications point to a successful pre-
sentation. 
Following is a synopsis of the play: The Reverend William 
Smythe has been unsuccessful in his attempt to raise a fund suf-
ficient for the restoration of his church, and has worried himself 
almost sick because of it. One day, the vicar receives a letter from the 
renowned Bishop of Benares, his brother, in which he says he will 
arrive the next morning and help him restore his church. The Bishop 
of Benares, feeling .that he has a service to perform within his broth-
er's household, arrives disguised as a butler called Manson. 
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The vicar has another brother, Robert Smith, whom he despises 
because of his lack of education and lowly occupation. The vicar 
and his wife have brought up Robert's child Mary, but have told her 
nothing concerning her parents. Mary becomes attached to this new 
servant who teaches her the wishing game. He tells her that every-
thing comes true if you wish hard enough. She, in turn, teaches this 
game to Robert, who has come to see his little girl in spite of the 
telegram sent him by the vicar, telling him not to come. Mary, who 
doesn't know that Robert is her father, tells him her greatest wish, 
which is to see her father, while Robert wishes most of all to see his 
little girl. Robert also is greatly influenced by Manson in whom he 
confides. Ths hard-working man's religion is socialism. He be-
lieves in fighting for the working class, but has no use for any other, 
especially for "parsons." 
A member of this last class, the Bishop of Lancashire, has come, 
on the invitation of his sister, the vicar's wife, to help in the raising 
of the church fund. This worldly churchman discusses his plan with 
Manson, whom he thinks is the Bishop of Benares. He is going to so 
arrange matters that he will receive much profit, the people will pay 
the money and he will lend merely his name. 
Meanwhile Manson has also worked a great influence upon the 
vicar, who realizes the insincerity of his own life and is overwhelmed 
by the thought of his wrongs toward his brother Robert. He resolves 
to tell Mary who her father is. The vicar's wife, who has idolized 
him, tries to prevent this, and will not listen to her husband's confes-
sion of his sins. In her blind love for him, she has cared only for 
his material comforts and fame. However, she, too, is made to see 
her wrong way, and asks for her husband's forgiveness. 
Manson now takes command in the household and insists that 
the vicar and his wife must welcome their brother Robert and treat 
him as an honored guest. The servant asks to be made master of 
the house for one little hour. The first thing he does is to dismiss 
the corrupt Bishop of Lancashire from the house. Then he himself 
leaves, reminding the vicar that the Bishop of Benares is expected 
witin ten minutes. Then Robert, who has been examining his broth-
er's drains, enters. He tells the condition of the drains and of his 
vision for service. The work among them will mean great sacrifice, 
perhaps death. The vicar, resolved that Robert shall not go alone, 
is determined to go with him. Mary now understands all, and recog-
nizes in the drainman her ideal of a father—goodness, bravery and 
beauty of character. While father and daughter rejoice over each 
other, Manson enters and reveals himself as the third brother, the 
Bishop of Benares. 	 -91- 
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The Junior Play 
T  HE Junior Class chose for their annual play "The Man on the Box." The play was successfully presented May third and fourth, to large, appreciative audiences. The cast was excep-
tionally well suited to their parts and showed unusual dramatic 
ability. 
Following is a synopsis of the play: The scene is a private court-
room. Bob Worburton, a young officer in the army, awaits his trial, 
as the result of a practical joke which did not turn out quite as he had 
expected it would. 
Bob has been abroad and on his way home he falls in love with the 
beautiful daughter of Colonel Annesley, Betty, who is a close friend 
of his sister, Nancy. Bob, not knowing this, is determined to secure an 
introduction to her. The introduction soon takes place, but in an en-
tirely unexpected manner. He plans to give his sister a little fright 
by driving her home from a ball, which they attend together one even-
ing. Bb leaves early, borrows the coachman's livery, gets up on the 
box and awaits his sister whom he intends to give a "brotherly smack" 
as he helps her from the carriage. Bob, however, gets the wrong car-
riage, and the girl is Betty Annesley, not his sister. He is arrested 
by some mounted policemen and secures a private hearing before the 
judge. The charges against him are abduction, disorderly conduct and 
reckless driving. Miss Annesley who appears at the trial expresses her 
desire to withdraw the first charge, while Worburton insists that it was 
all a mere joke. Betty, who suspects that "James Osborne," as he 
gives his name, is not a real coachman, and who is a practical joker 
herself, is determined to continue his joke. She pays his fine and 
engages him as her coachman, he being delighted with the chance of 
being near her. 
The scene changes to the country home of Colonel Annesley; the 
time is a month later. Miss Annesley is well pleased with her new 
coachman, who one day saved her life when she was thrown by a 
spirited horse. Betty cleverly keeps the story of her new coachman 
from her father. Bob also succeeds in covering his own identity in the 
presence of his sister. 
A minor plot is introduced into the play by the coming of Count 
Karloff. The Colonel, who has spent all his fortune gambling at Monte 
Carlo, has promised to sell some fortification plans to this Russian 
spy. The Colonel has Betty draw the plans for him, telling her, how- 
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ever, that they are inventions which will make the name of Annesley 
famous. James, the groom, discovers these plans, and being a soldier, 
understands their meaning. He then makes up his mind to remain at 
the Annesley home a while longer and find out why Betty has drawn 
them. 
Betty, in trying to find out the true identity of James, puts him to 
several hard tests, one of which is that she asks him to serve as butler 
at a club dinner. He consents to do so, and is tortured with outrageous 
stories of Bob's .heroism among the Indians, told by his Washington 
friends. Betty's interest in her friend's brother Bob is shown by her 
excitement over receiving a picture of him. 
After all the other guests have left, Count Karloff demands the 
plans from the Colonel. The Colonel, overwhelmed with the thought 
of treason to his country, wishes to withdraw his promise. Betty hears 
the discussion and wants to know the whole story. The Count then tells 
her about the plans and of her father's lost fortune, and states to the 
Colonel one condition on which he will give back the plans. This is 
that the Colonel will give him his daughter in marriage. Betty, feel-
ing that there is no other way to keep her father from disgrace, is about 
to consent to the marriage, when James appears and wrests the plans 
from the villain. Betty is now certain that her coachman-is Bob Wor-
burton, who declares his love for her, and the curtain no longer permits 
the view of the happy couple. 
May Day Festival 
The annual May Day festivities were celebrated this year on 
Friday, May 4th. Miss Madge Horton, who completed her four years 
preparatory in Whittier College in 1913 ançl is a member of this 
year's graduating class, was unanimously elected as May Queen by 
the girls. She, indeed, carried off the honor bestowed upon her in a 
pleasing manner. The remaining ten girls of the Senior Class, at-
tired in white dresses with yellow girdles and big yellow hats acted 
as the queen's attendants. 
The line of march formed at the college steps and marched down 
the serpentine walk to the accompaniment of the State School band. 
The drills followed in order beginning with the grand march, in 
which forty girls took part. Then came the scarf drill, followed by 
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the court minuet and the program ended with the winding of the May 
Pole. 
The Mother Goose characters entertained the crowd at intervals 
during the whole afternoon and added greatly to the general effect 
of the festival. 
The drilling was in charge of Miss Anna L. Tomlinson to whom 
much credit is due for the success of the fete and also to Miss Hilda 
L. Hickman, manager, and her efficient committee. 
Class Chapel Exercises 
On Thursday, December 21, the last day before Christmas vaca-
tion, the Senior Class took charge of the chapel exercises and pre-
sented a very clever ''skit" of Christmas spirit. The following parts 
were very ably represented by the following persons. 
Bachelor 	 Joseph Findlay 
Old Maid 	 Olive Milhous 
Servant 	 Glen Hollingsworth 
Servant Girl 	 Alice Armstrong 
Messenger Boy 	 Claude Sams 
Messenger Girl 	 Helen Johnson 
  
The Class presented the College with a piano bench as a Christ-
mas gift. 
Friday, March 23, the Junior Class had charge of chapel and 
gave a very enjoyable program. Miss Margaret Edwards, a former 
member of the class, gave two very interesting readings. The latter 
one, a selection from "Down at Old Siwash" by Fitch, proved espe-
cially interesting. 
After this Miss Pearl Knox favored us with two piano solos. 
As usual Miss Knox held her audience extremely attentive by her 
excellent work. Her playing was certainly well appreciated and the 
whole program was a decided success. 
Friday morning, April 20, the Sophomores presented their 
chapel program. It consisted of readings by Miss Florence Spicer 
and Miss Mabel Knox. Miss Spicer 's first reading "Their First Tin-
pleasantness," was encored by "In 'de Mornin,," by Dunbar. 
Miss Mabel Knox then read a delightful little poem, "Swinging 
in the Grapevine Swing." Miss Pearl Knox played a piano accom-
paniment to this selection. As an encore to this, Miss Knox gave 
a very clever and amusing reading, "I Have a Pain in My Sawdust." 
Although at the time of this writing the Freshman class have not 
presented their chapel program, it is certain to be a success as there 
is considerable talent in the class. 
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Vocal 
THE Department of Music was organized in the early history of the College and while the growth of the Department has never been phenomenal, there has always been a steady growth 
and a great deal of interest in musical activities. 
In the Vocal Department there has been an unusual amount of 
enthusiasm this year. Those doing private work having opportunities 
to appear in solo, duet, quartet, glee club and chorus work. 
Whittier as a College and City may be justly proud of the aspir-
ing young vocalists that have gone out over the state during the sea-
son of '16-'17 to sing the praises of our College. 
The more ad- There is no spe- 
vanced pupils are 	 : 	 cial time indicated 
in constant demand 	 in this work for 
at the college and 	 those who wish to 
down town society 	 complete a special 
functions and are 	 course—so much of 
a 1 w a y s heartily 	 - 	 this depends on 
welcomed. 	 T h e 	 first how much 
Vocal Department 	 time the pupil can 
has been honored 	 give to music alone, 
by being invited to 	 ability to grasp 
furnish the music 	 t h e fundamentals 
at the two large 	 of breath control, 
banquets given by 	 voice p 1 a c i n g, 
Chamber of Com- 	 PROF. H. L. HOCKETT 	 phrasing,  and 
merce this season. 	 artistic conception. 
In addition to this there must be a stated amount of Harmony and 
History of Music and certain College subjects. 
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Many innovations are being planned for the coming year which 
will place the music work more prominently before the people of 
Southern California than ever before—Here's to the Greater Whit-
tier College—the loyal support of the Music Department. 
HOWARD L. HOCKETT. 
Director of Music and Instructor in Singing. 
Whittier College Men's Glee Club 
The Whittier College Men's Glee Club is a permanent well-founded 
organization. Established in 1906, the Club has annually made rapid 
strides toward perfection. A president, manager, treasurer and 
librarian are elected each year. The members are selected by the 
musical instructor for ability and experience along musical lines. Will-
ing, active men, leaders in college activities, constitute the organiza-
tion. 
Each year, during Easter vacation, the Glee Club takes its 
regular trip. In 1915, the Whittier Club was the only college organiza-
tion of the kind invited to sing in Festival Hall at the great Panama-
Pacific International Exposition in San Francisco. In 1916 a thorough 
canvass of Imperal Valley was made, good concerts being given at 
Brawley, Holtville, Imperial and El Centro. This year the 1917 Glee 
Club made one of the best trips in its history—a splendid auto tour 
northward across the mountains and through the San Juoquin Valley. 
Two excellent concerts were given in Fresno—one at the Parlor Lee-
ture Club and the other at the large State Normal School. Concerts 
of the highest order were also rendered at Strathmore, Exeter, Wood-
lake, Porterville and Lindsay. Almost without exception, the Club 
was greeted by a full house and an appreciative audience. 
Due to the excellent material and spirit of the Glee Club, Musical 
Director Hockett was able this year to present a program of unusual 
balance and variety. Everywhere the regular club members were en-
thusiastically received and the special talent was universally given 
an ovation. The reading of Emerson Poole, the cornet playing of La 
Verne Knox and the exceptional violin work of Arthur Hartley de-
serve special mention. The male quartette, recognized as the best com-
bination yet struck upon, scored a decided hit everywhere. In the rare 
event of a "sleepy" audience, a dose of the "quartette" in every case 
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MEN'S GLEE CLUB 
proved a therapeutic antidote of high calibre. The compound on 
analysis will be found to contain the following elements: James Kim-
her, Harry Hazzard, La Verne Knox and Earl Murray. The "Home 
Concert" was given April 13th, in the College Auditorium to a full 
house and marked the close of an excellent season. 
The personnel, officers and program of the Glee Club follow 
Prof. Howard L. Hockett 	 Director 
Burritt L. Marlowe 	 Accompanist 
James E. Kimber 	 President 
Robert L. Brokaw 	 Treasurer 
Earl Murray 	 Business Manager 
W. Emerson Poole 	 Reader 
Arthur Hartley 	 Violinist 
La Verne Knox 	 Cornet Soloist 
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Personnel 
FIRST TENOR 	 BARITONE 
James Kimber 	 Robert Brokaw 
Marian Jackson 	 La Verne Knox 
Prof. Kimber 	 Joseph Findlay 
Charles Woodard 
	
Harold Coulthurst 
SECOND TENOR 	 BASS 
Raymond Hunnicutt 
	
Carl Strem 
Harry Hazzard 
	
Earl Murray 
Herschel Jessup 	 Benjamin Brubaker 
Raymond Binford 
	
Thomas Kimber 
PART I. 
1.  'HUNTERS' CHORUS" 
	  
De Koven 
Glee Club 
2.  "AT DEWY I\'IORN" - 	  Wilson 
Woodard and Kimber 
3.  "MOONLIGHT ON THE LAKE" 	  White 
Glee Club 
4.  Cornet Solo, "OLD FOLKS AT HOME," Grand Fantasia 	  0. Carey 
LaVern Knox 
5.  "THE ARCHER'S MARCHING SONG" 	  Thayer 
Glee Club 
6.  Reading, "A MORNING'S MAIL," 	  Edmund V. Cooke 
Emerson Poole 
7.  "ROAD TO MANDALAY" 	  Speaks 
Glee Club 
PART II. 
1. (a) "De SANDMAN" 	  Protheree 
(b) "HANGIN' OUT 'DE CLO'ES" 	  Hall 
Messrs. Kimber, Hazzard, Knox, Murray 
2. "DADDY" 	  Behrend 
3. Violin Sola, a. 	 "KUIAWIAK" 	  Wieniawski 
b. 	 "SOVENIR" 	  Dradla 
Arthur Hartley 
4. Stunt— 
Glee Club 
"ALMA MATER" 
Glee Club 
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Whittier College Girls' Glee Club 
The year 1916-117 will long be remembered by the Girls' Glee Club 
as a successful and happy one. There are twenty members including a 
splendid Ukulele Club, a double quartette, two soloists, a reader and 
accompanist. 
When the business manager announced that the first concert was 
scheduled for November tenth at Clearwater, the girls hastened to put 
the finishing touches to their costumes, creations of grey crepe with 
a rose-colored fichu. Though the costumes were quite stunning, the 
excellency of the singing quite eclipsed the impression of the Quaker-
like gowns. 
On February ninth occurred the Home Concert, which was given 
before a crowded house. Although leap year was over, twenty boys 
might have been seen primly seated in reserved seats under the gal-
lery. And the girls sang even more joyfully than before when the 
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ushers brought each one a lovely bouquet of carnations and fern. The 
program was as follows: 
PART I. 
1.  "NYMPHS AND FAWNS" 	  Bemberg-Matthews 
Glee Club 
2.  "DADDY'S SWEETHEART" 	  Lehman 
Eva Anderson 
3.  "THE LAND OF THE LONG AGO" 	  Lillian Ray 
Glee Club 
4.  Reading, "A VOICE FROM A FAR COUNTRY" 
	  
Beatrice Duffield 
5.  Ukulele Club 
PART II. 
1.  "ANNIE LAURIE" 	  Buck 
Glee Club 
2.  "SONG OF THE SOUL" 	  Breil 
Lelah Coffin 
3.  "HAPPY SONG" 
	  Teresa del Riego 
Glee Club 
4.  Vocal Duet, "APRIL MORN" 	  Batten 
Eva Anderson and Lelah Coffin 
5.  Reading, "MRS. BRITZENHOFER'S TROUBLES" 	  
Beatrice Duffield 
6.  "DANCE OF THE FAYS 	  Frederich Stevens 
Glee Club 
7.  SUMMER GIRLS' MINSTRELS 
8.  ALMA MATER 
The next concert was in March, at the Fullerton Union High 
School. Following this, programs were given on March 16th at the Los 
Angeles Y. M. C. A. and on the twenty-third at Eagle Rock. 
Besides these regular concerts the Club sang in chapel, at a meet-
ing of the Women's Auxiliary at the home of Mrs. Ransom, and at the 
annual banquet of the Whittier Chamber of Commerce. 
On the Saturday evening following the Eagle Rock entertainment 
was the much-anticipated return concert at Pomona College in Clare-
mont. After the program, the Pomona Girls' Glee Club gave an in-
formal reception for the girls and invited in the Pomona Men's Club 
to meet them. 
Spring vacation saw the girls pack their suitcases for the annual 
tour. Since last year the trip was to San Francisco and northern 
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points, the "Kite Shaped Trip" to Southern cities was decided upon 
for this year. Prof. and Mrs. G. E. Ostrom were official chaperones 
and received the unanimous approval of their charges. 
On Tuesday, March 27th, a concert was given at San Bernardino; 
on Wednesday at Riverside; on Thursday afternoon at the Riverside 
Mission Inn; on Thursday evening at Redlands, and on Friday at 
Corona. That same night twenty happy but very tired girls crowded 
"bag and baggage" into machines which conveyed them to Whittier. 
The trip was both artistically and financially a decided success. 
A float bearing the two Glee Clubs represented Whittier College in 
the "Carnival of States" at Long Beach on March 31st. The girls 
played Ukuleles, both clubs sang college songs and the boys yelled 
"Wh-it-ti-e-r" much to the delight of the onlookers. 
Compton was the next scene of conquest; a program was given 
there at the Odd Fellows Hall on April 10th. The last appearance of 
the 1916-'17 season was at Long Beach on April 27th. 
Special credit is due to our Director, President and Business 
Manager, who have worked with unceasing loyalty. The club officers 
and members are: 
Prof. Howard L. Hockett 	 Director 
Ellen Queen 	 Accompanist 
Frances Klingberg 	 President 
Grace Cadwell 	 Business Manager 
Verna Beam 	 Secretary and Treasurer 
Faye Williams 	 Librarian 
Eva Anderson 	 Soloist (Soprano) 
Lelah Coffin 	 Soloist (Contralto) 
Beatrice Duffield 	 Reader 
FIRST SOPRANO 
Eva Anderson 
Olive Winans 
Verna Beam 
Ethel Sheldon 
FIRST ALTO 
Lelah Coffin 
Frances Klingberg 
June Aiken 
Lucile Hull 
Florence Brubaker 
SECOND SOPRANO 
Grace Cadwell 
Faye Williams 
Edith McCaslin 
Marie Hiatt 
• SECOND ALTO 
Florence Spicer, 
Emma Brubaker 
Sylva Gregg 
Marion McGrew 
Ruby Johnson 
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Piano and Theory 
The Piano and Theory department is closing the second year of 
its existence under the direction of Burritt L. Marlowe, and has proven 
very successful, owing to the fact that the enrollment this year has 
just doubled that of last year. 
New students are enrolling continually and among the number are 
those who are more advanced in their studies. The department has 
not only given private and public recitals at the College, but has 
appeared with great credit in public recitals in Los Angeles. 
PROF. BURRITT L. MARLOWE 
One of the new and interesting features is the eight hand work for 
two pianos where the student may study some of the best orchestral 
compositions arranged for two pianos; which affords fine opportunity 
for ensemble work and also sight reading. This is followed by concert 
work for two pianos from the best composers. The students are re-
quired to be able to give a program of the best classics before com-
pleting their course. 
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THEORY 
This department encourages original work in the way of writing 
simple melodies, and then harmonizing them, making the work of prac-
tical use. Before taking up the study of counterpoint, the student must 
be very familiar with harmony. Lectures on the dominant seventh 
chords, the orchestra and how to listen to it, and other subjects of in-
terest will be given. 
Ukulele Club 
The musical organization most in demand is, without a doubt, the 
Ukulele Club. There are eight girls in the group, six of whom play 
ukeleles as a feature in the Girls' Glee Club entertainments. They 
enjoy great popularity wherever they go, and the calls upon them to 
play and sing are numerous. 
The members of the club are the Misses Eva Anderson, Verna 
Beam, Frances Klingberg, Marian McGrew, Lelah Coffin, Florence 
Spicer, Marjory Clark and Ethel Newby. 
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Football as a sport was heard of as far back as 1894. At that time 
the Quakers had a strong team in comparison with the high schools 
of the Southland. Football practice was held in 1902, but no games 
were played. Then football was dropped as a sport for five years. 
In 1907 it was taken up as an inter-collegiate sport. 
The first big successful year was 1909, with Herbert E. White as 
coach "Big Renneker" was the center of attraction. This was the 
beginning of the forward pass. Pomona had a hard time defeating 
us 6 to 5. Throop and Redondo High School were beaten, and the 
"preps" beat the Occidental "preps." The total points for the sea-
son amounted to 110 to our opponents' 57. 
1910: Morris Bogue was the big addition. Occidental was tied 
0 to 0. Pomona and U. S. C. beat us, and Redlands was trounced. 
The total points garnered for the season were 117 to our opponents' 41. 
1911 shows the following scores: Pomona 44, Whittier 0; Occi-
dental 38, Whittier 3; L. A. Military Academy 11, Whittier 33. 
1912: Russell T. Wilson comes as coach and Olin Finch appears 
as the biggest star in the South. Pomona and Occidental won over 
us. The first interstate game was played when the Colorado School 
of Mines defeated us 33 to 7. 
1913: Whittier defeated Occidental, 30-6, for the first time in a 
practice game, but lost the conference game, 6-0. Pomona won and 
Redlands and Throop were each beaten. 
1914: Occidental was beaten 14 to 7. Pomona again defeated us. 
1915: Occidental beat us. For the first time in history Pomona 
was beaten, 23 to 0. U. S. C. was downed 20 to 2, and the University 
of Arizona was defeated, 22 to 0, on their own field. 
1916: Each year becomes more successful. Occidental was downed 
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in 1914; Pomona in 1915. The year 1916 gave us a tie for the cham-
pionship in the conference. Pomona tasted a 14 to 3 defeat, Occi-
dental tied, 13 to 13, and Arizona was beaten 27 to 10. The University 
of California beat us out in the last minute of play by the score of 
21 to 17. "The most successful yet." 
Coach Russell T. Wilson 
Coach Russell T. Wilson, who came to us 
from Earlham in 1912, left us at the end of 
the football season to coach basketball and 
baseball at Stanford University. Coach dealt 
with all four branches of athletics and greatly 
increased the college's standing in the South. 
It was during his services as coach that Oxy 
and Pomona were both defeated in football, 
a thing that had never happened before; that 
the basketball team won second place in the 
national tournament; that a rounded track 
team was established, and that baseball has 
aroused enough interest to always hold a place 
in the Conference. Coach made a strong ap-
peal for inter-state football games, and se-
cured three during his five years of service. 
Coach Wilson will always be remembered 
as a man of sturdy worth and will always be 
admired for the great example set before the 
athletes. His departure to Stanford Univer-
sity proves his worth as a coach and shows 
the reputation he gained. He went as Stan-
ford's gain and our loss. 
Assistant Coach Breuchner 
—Carl Breuchner assisted Wilson, by coach-
ing the line in various tactics of football, vol-
unteering his services because he was inter-
ested in football. He was for four years one 
of the strongest linemen the Iowa State Uni-
versity ever possessed, playing at the posi-
tions of guard and of tackle. He graduated in 
1915 and spent the past years coaching in 
Kansas. Wilson and Breuchner worked well 
together and turned out a team we were all 
proud of. While Breuchner's chief work lay 
in perfecting line work, he also helped the 
fellows in kicking and blocking. 
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Raymond Hunnicutt 
----Has played sub for two years as guard. His 
services come in handy for he is large. Ad-
vance in years will add Idevelopment. "Honey" 
followed in foot-steps of his father, who 
played on college varsity in 1896. 
Olin Finch 
—The best fullback in the state, known as 
"Bull" because of great strength and fight. 
He is wonderfully fast and furious. The great-
est forward passer in the country. Good on 
both defensive and offensive. He was unani-
mous choice for all-southern fullback. 
Earl Murray 
—"Pat" Murray played his first year on the 
Varsity. Used his speeld almost altogether. 
Scored in Pomona and Oxy game by receiv-
ing forward pass from Finch. Never al-
lowed a pass to be completed by his op-
ponents on his side of the line. 
Earl Sharpless 
—"Sharkey' has been the old stand-by for the 
last time 	 Has played as a "prep" and 4 
years on the Varsity. A good, heavy end 
that handles the football like a basketball. 
"Sharkey" will be missed very much. 
Harold Butler 
—An end of much worth. Lived up to past 
reputation. Is good with the forward pass, 
gets in the game all the time and plays 
through much punishment. Next year should 
bring out his greater worth. 
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Bill Fawcett 
—The virile Freshman end from Whittier. He 
was all-southern choice in high school. His 
work was mainly in breaking through the 
opponents line and smashing the secondary 
defense. Fawcett was laying for his man in 
every play. A player of value in years to 
come. 
Elliott Chambers 
—A heavy and fast center. Played greatest 
game on defensive when he always broke 
through to tackle the man behind his own 
line. A wizard at passing the ball for long 
distances as the Idirect pass was frequently 
used. A choice for all-southern. 
Don Douglas 
—Played a brilliant game at end. Is very 
good at receiving forward passes. Got his 
training as a prep. Played on varsity for 3 
years. Chosen by many on all-southern team. 
Eldred Ferguson 
—A Sophomore winning his letter for the first 
time. Played as half-back. Will be a val-
uable man in the future. Hits the line hard 
and low. More experience will make him 
better. 
Joe Bucicmaster 
—Played left tackle with the determination 
and fight every Quaker has. He was gaining 
experience for years to come. He will be 
heaild from again. 
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Joe Findlay 
—A guard, small but tough and courageous. 
Always fighting to the last. Completed his 
3rd year of Varsity competition with colors 
flying all the time. Most of the time he had 
larger opponents to play against. He laid low 
for his opponents. 
Joe Siemon, Captain-Elect 
—Shifted this year from tackle to play right-
half. He was a bear. Fast and heavy, he 
always hits low and with a drive. His best 
work was making a hole for the man with the 
ball to go through. A good team worker. 
Captain Manning Siemon 
—A natural leader of men and one of the 
greatest tackles a Whittier team has ever pos-
sessed. He is known widely for his courage 
and fight, and was of great help to the coach 
in showing the new men the game. He has 
completed 3 years on the varsity, and should 
have been chosen for all-southern but his 
size barred him. 
Herschel Jessup 
—Played a good game at half-back, though 
his first year. Is quick as a cat in action and 
always on the job. Made a wonderful name 
for himself in California game. 
Harry L. Hazzard 
—Athletic Manager is the man of the hour. 
He is always on the job to help see that 
games are scheduled and everything comes off 
in smooth style. Harry scarcely ever has a 
minute to himself, but devotes all his time to 
the interests of athletics. 
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Arthur Halsey 
—The giant right guard who never let a 
man get through him. He was big enough 
to leave a big hole behind him when he 
waded through the opponents. The man with 
the ball walked behind him. At times he was 
called upon to carry the ball in the back field. 
He was unanimous choice for all-southern. 
• Glell Abbott 
—The quarterback, little in stature but big 
in brains. Conducted the play like a general. 
Won the Pomona game on one play. He saw 
the chance and took advantage of it. A 
choice by many for all-southern. 
Peter Sharpless 
—Assisted Hazzard on the field in handling 
games and preparing for them. Peter took 
complete charge of track and gave Hazzard 
a rest. 
G A M E S-.----1 
Whittier 17, California 21 
The first game of the year was the only defeat for the mighty 
Quakers. This took place at Berkeley against the State University. 
Everyone says Whittier had the best team, but lost in the last mi.mte 
of play. Whittier led all the way until the last, when a forward pass 
was intercepted in the darkness and the man slipped through twenty 
yards for a touchdown, which meant defeat for us. 
Whittier 26, Arizona 10 
The game started off slowly with the teams evenly matched. Ab-
bott went over for the first touchdown on a forward pass. Arizona 
outplayed us the first half and led, 10 to 6. Captain Siemon was out 
of the game on account of injuries. Some spectacular work was done 
in the third quarter by Murray and Finch. The third quarter ended 
with the ball on Arizona's 1-yard line in Whittier's possession. In 
the fourth quarter the College scored three touchdowns. 
Whittier 21, Redlands 0 
The Poets played much below their standard, yet Redlands must 
be given credit for their showing. The first touchdown was made in 
the second quarter by Abbott on a long end run. Finch scored in the 
fourth on straight bucking, and later Jessup did likewise on a speedy 
run around end. M. Siemon was again out of the game. 
Whittier 14, Pomona 3 
At Pomona the College team played a wonderful game and won, 
14 to 3. Earl Murray got away for a 30-yard run in the second quar-
ter that netted us the first 7 points. Half time robbed us of another 
touchdown, for we had the ball on the 2-yard line. In the third quar-
ter Finch made a beautiful 65-yard run for a touchdown. This game 
was not at all characteristic of the College. Scarcely any forward 
passes were used. The game was won on perfect interference and 
bucking the left side of Pomona's line. 
Whittier 55, Throop 0 
Finch played the star role of the game. Once he grabbed a blocked 
drop kick and ran 75 yards for a touchdown. Joe Siemon bucked the 
line half a dozen times, making 50 yards in all and a touchdown. 
Three touchdowns were made in the first quarter, one in the second, 
two in the third and two in the fourth. 
Whittier 13, Occidental 13 
After several unsuccessful attempts at touchdowns and place kicks 
the first half ended 0-0. In the third quarter Oxy scored on a 45-
yard end run and Murray went over for a touchdown for Whittier 
on a forward pass. In the fourth quarter Sharpless received a long 
pass that put the ball on the 13-yard line. From here Finch went 
over on the fourth down for the final score. Whittier threatened Oxy 's 
goal seven times and it looks like it should have been Whittier Col-
lege's game. 
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THE FOOTBALL TEAM 
WHITTIER SQUAD 
Prepared 	 Yrs. on 
Name Called Pos. Age Hgt. Wt. at 	 Varsity 
Captain Manning Siemon Heims R. T. 22 5 ft. 	 8 in. 158 Chaffey H. S. 3 
Olin Finch Bull F. 23 5 ft. 	 11 in. 176 W. C. P. 3 
Elliott Chambers Itchy C. 22 6 ft. 	 3 in. 180 Pasadena H. S. 3 
Joe Findlay Joe L. G. 22 5 ft. 	 9 in. 161 Berkeley H. S. 3 
Donald Douglas Don R. E. 21 5 ft. 	 11 in. 162 W. C. P. 3 
Earl 	 Sharpless Sharkey E. 26 5 ft. 	 9 in. 173 W. C. P. 4 
Joseph Siemon Joe L. G. 21 5 ft. 	 9 in. 165 Chaffey H. S. 2 
Earl Murray Pat L. H. 19 5 ft. 	 9 in. 145 Orange U. H. S. 1 
William Fawcett Bill L. E. 20 5 ft. 	 7 in. 152 W.U.H.S. 1 
Joe Buckmaster Buck L. T. 19 5 	 f 	 11 in. 152 W.U.H.S. 1 
Arthur Halsey Pablo R. G. 20 6 ft. 	 2 in. 194 Continental H. S. 1 
Clell Abbott Hap Q 20 5ft. 	 4 in. Chaffey H. S. 1 
Herschel Jessup Hersh H. 19 5 ft. 	 6 in. Berkeley H. S. 1 
Harold Butler Butler E. 22 5 ft. 	 8 in. 155 W.C.P. 1 
Raymond Hunnicutt Honey G. 18 5 ft. 	 9 in. 170 W. U. H. S. 2 
Eldred 	 Ferguson Fergy H. 19 5 ft. 	 11 in. 162 Holtville H. S. 1 
Team Average Wt 
	  1602 lbs. per man 
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History of Basketball 
BASKET BALL as a men's sport at the College began in 1904. At that time they played on the tennis courts. Professor Har-
ris acted as director and turned out a lively team. A league 
was formed in 1905, in which Whittier won first. In 1906 it 
again won in a league of ten teams. Captain Paul Todd was recog-
nized as the best guard in the South. It obtained in every game 
except one a score of at least 40. The total points scored, added up, 
are 527, against 241 for the opponents. 
The intercollegiate basket ball title again rested with the Quakers 
in 1907. Four out of six games were won. The teams traveled North 
to compete for the State championship. They lost by only a few 
points in the final game with the Stockton Y. M. C. A. 
1908 produced another winning team and we find this expression: 
"Whittier College has won the championship in basket ball so often 
that at last it has become a habit and we sincerely hope it will con-
tinue." 1909 again produced a winner and in 1910 Occidental was 
beaten. 
Pomona dropped out of basket ball in 1911 and left Whittier to 
defeat Occidental, Redlands and U. S. C. These intercollegiate games 
were not the only ones played. Of 13 games, only one was lost. 
The championship of Southern California was lost for the first 
time in six years in 1912. The intercollegiate title was retained, but 
some of the various clubs in the South were able to beat the team. 
The championship was won in 1913. 
1914-15 was the biggest year for basket ball. The A. A. U. cham-
pionship was won. The Illinois team which had won the national 
championship for five consecutive years traveled to Whittier and won 
only by a few points. Later in the year the team went to San Fran- 
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cisco to compete in the national tournament. Here a team of seven 
men played and won four games in four nights. They lost the final 
game after a very hard fight. This gave them second-place honors 
in the United States. 
The spring of 1916 saw the team champions again, with the inter-
collegiate title to Whittier. 
Coach Herbert E. White 
COACH HERBERT E. WHITE rendered us splendid service this year as basket ball mentor. He was chosen to coach the team after Wilson left. With the late start Coach awakened a great 
amount of enthusiasm and turned out a good team. White 
coached here for three years before from 1909 to 1912 and was a 
rousing success. While at Whittier High School his reputation has 
increased wonderfully. His work with the College quintette marks him 
a good basket ball coach. 
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Basketball 
COACH WHITE was handicapped by a late start in basket ball. Wilson started the team off, but went to Stanford as coach, and White was secured. Basket ball has always been a strong sport 
at the College, and again this year we claim the Conference 
championship. 
This year's team has two men deserving special mention, in Cap-
tain Earl Sharpless and Lewis Cox. These men have played all dur-
ing their "prep" course and four years in college. They have won 
many a championship for the College, being largely responsible for 
honors in a national tournament and several years' championships in 
the Southern A. A. U. tournaments. Knox, Sophomore transfer stu-
dent, could not play in the Conference games, but played a sufficient 
number of practice games to win his letter. Buckrnaster, a Freshman, 
and Elliott Chambers, a Senior, each won his letter playing center. 
Marion Jackson helped the College to many a victory. Arthur Halsey, 
the big man from Colorado, came out a few times. Olin Finch played 
forward, Butler was his worthy team mate. These men have thrown 
baskets side by side for two years and know how to work together. 
Basket ball was the most successful Conference sport. We are cham-
pions again! 
The games, with scores, follow: 
December 14—Whittier High School 34, Whittier 31. 
December' 18—L. A. A. C. 19, Whittier 16. 
December 25—Stanford 46, Whittier 12. 
December 26—Crescents 43, Whittier 25. 
January 12—Long Beach 28, Whittier 46. 
January 13—U. C. 40, Whittier 30. 
January 17—Fullerton Junior College 16, Whittier 74. 
January 19—Crescents 36, Whittier 13. 
January 31—W. H. S. 30, Whittier 34. 
February 6—Crescents 29, Whittier 23. 
February 10—Occidental 20, Whittier 26. 
February 17—Occidental 23, Whittier 28. 
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TEAM OF 1916-1917 
Girls' Basketball 
THIS year the girls made quite an advance in their athletic activi-ties, through basket ball. Helen Gregg was elected captain, and Mrs. Anna Brownell was the very efficient coach. The first 
game played was an exciting combat between the Freshmen and 
Sophomores, won by the Freshmen. Then the upper classmen were 
successful in their determination to defeat the Freshmen. After these 
practice games the real contest came with the High School girls. The 
College girls tasted defeat, but not ingloriously. The girls have now 
made a good start and expect to enlarge their athletics in the future. 
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History of Baseball 
I I 
RRY A. WILLIAMS, the present baseball writer for the Los 
Angeles Times, was the first baseball coach the college had. He 
turned out a strong team in 1902, with Healton, captain. Base- 
ball was the leading sport in 1903. It is the only sport that has 
survived every year, although at times there was not much of a team. 
Esek Perry acted as pitcher in 1907 and created great enthusiasm. 
Later Mr. Perry acted as assistant coach until 1916. In 1908 the Col-
lege won second place in the conference by defeating Occidental twice. 
Occidental was again defeated 5 to 4 in 1909. A strong squad was 
turned out in 1911. U. S. C. was held 4-3. Occidental was defeated 
again in 1912. A great amount of interest was displayed in 1914. 
If the last game had been won we would have tied for first place in 
the league. U. S. C. was conquered in 1915. Last year was not so 
successful. We took third place, ahead of Redlands and Throop. Oc-
cidental and Pomona both beat us. Again this year we hold third 
p1ae in the Conference. 
   
 
ti 
 
   
Van Cleave came to us for the first time 
on March 12 as our baseball coach. He came 
with a big reputation and has lived up to it 
in every respect. Van Cleave is a graduate 
of the Springfield School for Coaches, has 
played two years of professional ball in the 
Middle West at shortstop, and has coached 
for three years in the Kansas State Normal 
School. He has always turned out winning 
teams, and this year he formed the best base-
ball team representing the College in years. 
He gives special attention to keeping the 
players in condition, besides the regular 
coaching of the fellows on the field. Every 
night after practice Van Cleve acts as "rubber" 
for an hour to those who need it. He is a 
devoted coach and is attached to the spirit of 
things around Whittier College. 
 
COACH VAN CLEAVE 
1917 Baseball 
Baseball season opened late this year after spring vacation in 
March. Ira H. Van Cleave was secured as coach. Three practice 
games and four conference games have been played. 
L. A. A. C. defeated us early in the year by a score of 11 to 0. 
The fellows were unable to hit the visiting pitcher. Whittier High 
School defeated us 2 to 1 in the second game because of errors on our 
side. Murray pitched the entire game. 
Orange High School was defeated 8 to 2 in an important practice 
game. Buckmaster pitched masterful ball against Throop and won 
the first Conference game 9-1. This game was played at Throop. 
Pomona defeated us 10-5 on our own grounds. Buckmaster was 
again in the box the entire game. 
Occidental overcame us by a 7-3 score. Murray started in the box 
and Buckmaster finished. 
We were defeated by Redlands University 3-2. Two or three 
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TEAM OF 1917 
practice games during the season were played with the Elks Club dowi 
town. No score was kept, but these games helped wonderfully in 
developing the team. The lineup of the team follows: 
Findlay—c. 	 E. Murray, Capt.-3b. 
	
Chambers—lb. 
Buckmaster—p. 	 Hamburg, Sams, Sharpless—ef. T. Kimber-2b. 
Siemon—if. 	 Finch--ss. 	 Cox—rf. 
Several changes in the lineup were made during various games, 
especially at catcher, pitcher and outfield. 
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History of Track 
TRACK was taken up by Whittier in 1906, but 1915 brings the first real strong track team ever representing Whittier College. Captain Cammack, the "Murray Twins" and the Newlin 
brothers formed the nucleus for the team. Since, the team has 
grown stronger. 
Track season opened in February with the interclass meet. The 
Junior Class romped away with this for the third time in its history. 
They got somethng like 40 points. Verl Murray and Joseph Findlay 
each won 26 pouts and tied for individual honors. 
Only two meets were held. Occidental defeated us 75 -52 on Had-
ley Field. Verl Murray was the individual star, winning 19 points. 
The Conference Meet was held at Pomona with the following 
score: Pomona, 84; Occidental, 29 3-4; Whittier, 17; Throop, 3; Red-
lands, 11-4. Verl Murray and Findlay each won four points; Finch 
made 3, Jessup 2 and Poole 1. With Woodard, Findlay, Verl and Earl 
Murray in the relay, we defeated Occidental by a large margin. 
Finch and Verl Murray entered the A. A. U. Meet held two weeks 
later. This was the biggest meet of the year. Finch placed third 
in the hop, step and jump event. Murray made 11 points. Murray is 
recognized as the best track man in the South and has been called 
upon frequently to afford exhibition matches. 
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TRACK TEAM OF 1917 
The track men labored all year without a coach, which fact is 
undoubtedly responsible for the showing made. The records the fel-
lows have made are: 
Event 	 Name 	 Time or Dist. 
100 yard clash 	 V. Murray 	 10 
220 yard dash 
	
E. Murray 	 23 
High Hurdles 	 V. Murray 	 15 1-5 
Low Hurdles 	 V. Murray 	 24 
440 yard dash 	 E. Murray 	 52 
330 yard dash 	 C. Woodard 	 2:17 
Mile run 	 H. Levo 	 4:59 
Two mile run 	 H. Levo 	 12 
Hammer throw 	 J. Findlay 	 115 ft. 
Shot put 
	 J. Findlay 	 38:2V2 
Discus throw 	 J. Findlay 	 103 
Broad jump 	 0. Finch 	 21:111% 
High jump 	 J. Buckmaster 	 5 ft. 6 in. 
Pole vault 	 H. Jessup 	 10 ft. 6 in. 
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History of Tennis From 1901 
A Tennis Club was organized in 1901 and some courts were 
constructed back of the college. Tennis was not recognized as an inter 
collegiate sport until recent years. Elliott Chambers was sent to the 
Ojai tournament in 1914 and 1915 and made very creditable showings 
each time, as did Frank Fueller and Eldred Ferguson this year. 
Tennis 
I
NTERCOLLEGIATE Tennis is now a 
recognized sport at Whittier with the 
backing of the Student Body. By an 
elimination tournament it was found 
that the four best racquet wielders in 
school were Chambers, Ferguson, Fueller 
and Tom Kimber. 
There were opportunities for numerous 
tournaments, but owing to the fact that 
three of the tennis men were members of 
the baseball team it was impossible to play 
more than two tournaments. The first was 
with Redlands Univ. and resulted in a tie 
score, 2-2. 
Our representatives in the Ojai tourna-
ment, at Nordhoff were Fueller and Fergu-
son. They did not bring home the cup, 
but they gave a good account of themselves 
and gained valuable tournament ex-
perience. 
The prospects are bright for a success-
ful season next year with Ferguson, Fuel-
ler and Kimber still on hand. ELLIOTT CHAMBERS 
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This is an organization of all the men in the College who have 
won their "W" in athletics. Its purpose is to encourage and promote 
athletics in College. Edward Thomas is president and Merle Alien 
secretary and treasurer. These, with Vice Presidents Prof. Albert 
Marshburn and Verl Murray, form the executive committee. Those 
awarded W's this year are: 
E. Chambers 	 Football 	 Basketball 	 Baseball 
A. Halsey 	 Football 	 Track 	 Baseball 
J. Findlay 	 Football 	 Track 	 Baseball 
J. Buckmaster 	 Football 	 Basketball 	 Baseball 
M. Siemon 	 Football 
D. Douglas 	 Football 
W. Fawcett 	 Football 
C. Abbott 	 Football 
H. Jessup 	 Football 	 Track 
J. Siemon 	 Football 	 Baseball 
0. Finch 	 Football 	 Basketball 	 Track 	 Baseball 
E. Murray 	 Football 	 Track 	 Baseball 
E. Sharpless 	 Football 	 Basketball 	 Baseball 
R. Hunnicutt 	 Football 
H. Butler 	 Football 	 Basketball 
E. Ferguson 	 Football 
L. Cox  	 Basketball 	 Baseball 
L. Knox  	 Basketball 
M. Jackson  	 Basketball 
V. Murray  	 Track 
C. Sams  	 Baseball 
R. Hamburg 	 Baseball 
T. Kimber  	 Baseball 
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Student Body Reception 
THE social life of the Associated Student Body was formally opened with a reception at the Girls' Cottage, September 15. After the Freshmen had been initiated into the mysteries of the 
receiving line, everyone prepared to enjoy games and music. 
The evening was divided into five acts, each one appropriately an-
nounced by a Shakespearian quotation. A name contest, solos by Pro 
fessor Hockett, reading by Professor Knox, harp solos, and refresh-
ments of brick ice cream, cake and candies made up a delightful even-
ing. Quite a little college spirit was added by the appearance of Yen 
Murray who had just returned from the national track meet held in 
New Jersey. 
Junior-Freshmen 
The evening of Friday, September 22, saw the gum grove at the 
foot of Salvage Canyon invaded by the combined forces of the Junior 
and Freshman classes. Followed by a wagon load of ammunition con-
sisting of everything from wieners to watermelons, the bunch tramped 
two-by-two to the scene of the invasion. On arriving a huge bonfire 
was lighted and games were played as appetizers for the oncoming 
wieners. After an A-i meal, which was served up in excellent style 
by the Junior girls, a few more games were played, and Alma Mater 
was sung as a fitting close to a most delightful evening. 
Sophomore-Senior Party 
It has always been the custom in days gone by for the Senior class 
to entertain the Sophomore class at the opening of the school year, 
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and for the Sophomores to return the compliment later on; but this 
year the time-honored tradition was broken—or rather united into 
one occasion—and a big event was "pulled off" on the evening of Sep-
tember 22, in the gym. The party took the form of a "Hard Times" 
party, and the styles in hair and jewelry set by that party have 
been hard to live up to since. 
The refreshments, too, were very much in keeping with the occa-
sion, consisting of peanuts, pop and ice cream cones. 
The evening ended with the singing of Alma Mater, and every one 
enjoyed their experience in "poverty." 
The Football Banquet 
The football banquet was held December 16th, in the dining hail 
of the Girls' Cottage, which was beautifully decorated in purple and 
gold with shaded candles on the small tables. It was a delightful 
affair, for we had the honor of banqueting a team that had tied for the 
championship of the South. The toasts were exceedingly entertaining. 
President Cox presented the members of the squad with sweaters 
and the four-year men, Sharpless, Chambers and Findlay, with gold 
watch fobs. He presented Coach Wilson with a gold watch. 
Joe Siemon was elected captain of the football team for 1517 
and he promised to follow in his brother's foot-steps as far as he had 
gone and then go one step farther and bring home the championship 
next year. 
Farewell to Coach Wilson 
On December 28, the "W" Club gave a banquet in honor of Coach 
Russell T. Wilson. A number of business men and students were pre-
ent, as well as the members of the "W" Club. 
After the supper, Mr. Wardman, president of the Whittier Cham-
ber of Commerce, gave a short talk on the co-operative spirit existing 
between college athletics and the boosters of the city. "The Howling 
Hundred" were represented by their leader, W. G. Rich, and J. Clem 
Arnold spoke of the ways in which the "W" Club was helping the ath-
letics in the college. Coach Wilson reviewed the change in the ath-
letics and in the spirit of the "Town People" and High School. Ed-
ward Thomas, president of the "W" Club, presented Coach Wlison 
with a beautiful gold chain and fob to go with the watch that the 
Student Body had given him. 
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Freshman-Junior Party 
It was a merry crowd, about forty-five in all, gathered in the 
"gym" Saturday night, October 28, where the Freshmen entertained 
the Juniors with a Hallowe'en party. 
Black cats and Jack-o-lanterns, peeped out from behind cornstalks 
and gave an appropriate setting to the jolly party. Games were played 
and riddles solved. Bobbing for apples furnished the most fun, espe-
cially for the spectators. A wild goose chase which was pursued 
around the buildings warmed us up and was followed by ginger bread, 
apples, peanuts and cider. 
Nut Social 
On November 17th, the Y. W. C. A. and Y. M. C. A. held a joint 
party which they choose to call a "Nut Social," and rightly named it 
was. The crowd was divided into four families, "Beechnuts," "Cocoa-
nuts," "Peanuts" and " Chestnuts," and there was a great deal of 
rivalry between these families in all the games. The games were all 
"nutty" since, of course, they were planned to fit the occasion. 
The first thing that caused the wild cheering from the different 
families was the unwinding of the cobweb of string by one girl from 
each family. At the end of her string she found a "nut." The "nuts" 
were Claud Sams, Preston Marshburn, Vernon Votaw and Ben Bru-
baker. After this we played the "laughing game." In the nut 
race the Beechnuts won from the Chestnuts and the Peanuts from the 
Cocoanuts. A game of "Ten Pins" was played with cocoanuts which 
proved rather destructive. 
After the refreshments were served, speeches were made by the 
presidents of the associations. The enjoyable evening closed with the 
"Alma Mater." 
Senior-Junior Banquet 
The annual Senior-Junior banquet was held at seven o'clock Fri-
day evening, April 6, 1917, at the Girls' Cottage, and was an occasion 
long to be remembered. 
As President and Mrs. Rosenberger led the way into the banquet 
hall, the guests were forced to pause a moment on the threshold to view 
the beauty of the scene before them. Over each table there was a 
canopy of lattice work, covered wtih smilax, with Cecil Brunner roses 
peeping through here and there. Candles softened by dainty pink 
shades illuminated the tables. Baskets of violets and Cecil Brunner 
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roses with ferns formed the luxurious table decorations. The effect 
was one of simple beauty. 
The sumptuous seven-course dinner was daintily served by the 
waitresses from the Sophomore class. 
The pleasure of the evening was not over with the last 
delicious course of the dinner; the toasts, which are always important 
upon an occasion of this nature, followed: 
Oscar Marshburn acted as toastmaster and appeared as "The Man 
on the Box." The subjects for the toasts were quotations taken from 
the Junior Play, "The Man on- the Box." They were handled well. 
The fact that many college ties were soon to be severed was not lost 
sight of, still there was not that atmosphere of sadness which so often 
prevails upon such an occasion. 
Y. M. C. A. Stag Feed 
The boys held the annual "Stag Feed" on the athletic field. The 
first thing on the program was to get filled up, and they soon did this 
on the abundance of weiners and rolls and watermelons. After every-
one had eaten all he could, a snappy game of "soakim" was enjoyed. 
"Hot Hand" was next in order. When it got too dark outside all 
journeyed to the gymnasium where a struggle between four Freshmen 
and four Sophomores over a watermelon was staged. When the floor 
became a pond and the boys had to swim the round broke up. 
Annual Y. W. C. A. Banquet 
On the evening of March 8th, a banquet was given in honor of the 
new cabinet of the Y. W. C. A. Decorations befitting St. Patrick's Day 
were artistically used, little green hats and shamrocks decorating the 
window curtains and table. 
The banquet was served in three courses, between which the girls 
entertained themselves by singing original songs. 
Following the banquet was a program. This was opened with a 
number of witty remarks about the "Four Leaf Clover." Miss Stella 
Coulthurst delighted her audience with a reading, "The Currier"; 
Miss Eva Anderson gave a toast, "The Wearin' o' the Green"; Miss 
Lelah Coffin sang "An Open Secret"; Mrs. Green gave a choice toast 
on "Being a St. Patrick," and, closing the program was a stunt en-
titled "My Wild Irish Rose." Hilda Hickman acted as toastmistress. 
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Junior-Senior Ditch Day 
The Annual Junior-Senior Ditch Day was celebrated May ii, 
1917, in a rather unusual but very enjoyable manner, a day which will 
long be remembered by the Classes of '17 and 118. 
At 9 o'clock in the morning machines were gathered about the 
college building, while Seniors and Juniors dressed in picnic garb and 
carrying their suitcases collected in a group. 
After a pleasant ride of an hour and a half the party found them-
selves in the midst of a lovely picnic .ground in Saw Pit Canyon. 
The Junior Class all worked together to spread the lunch on the 
tables, and the hungry party was called to find their places by means 
of the rustic place cards. 
The afternoon was spent in climbing around over the canyon. In 
the evening about 5 o'clock the party gathered together again and were 
told to get into the machines for another trip, and they were taken to 
the "Seven Oaks Hotel" in Monrovia. An hour and a half with plenty 
of soap, water, towels and clean clothes made a wonderful change in 
appearances, and it was a very different looking company that gathered 
in the lobby at 7 o'clock for the banquet. It was one of the most 
enjoyable features of the day and would be hard to surpass in every 
respect. 
After the Alma Mater was sung, Oscar Marshburn, the presi-
dent of the Senior Class, expressed their appreciation of the day. 
Harold Coulthurst, president of the Junior Class, replied. 
As the homeward way was taken there was a feeling in every in-
dividual that the day had been well spent and the event would be a 
landmark in the history of the classes of '17 and '18. 
Conclusion of Social Department 
Herein are reported a few of the most important social events 
of the year. It would convey a mistaken idea to give the impression 
that these are the only affairs of their kind. Be assured that only lack 
of space forbids a more complete and extended record of social affairs. 
The social nature of the student—the cultivation of which is necessary 
for a complete and rounded life—is well taken care of in the Whittier 
College student's life. 
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THE Whittier College Alumni Association as an organization is relatively young in comparison with other such college associa-tions. Although Whittier is a young college, and the Alumni 
Association only about thirteen years of age, yet it can boast 
of about one hundred members. Thirteen classes have been elected 
into membership, having 105 active members, two honorary members 
and thirty-one associate members. It may, also, boast of 28 children 
or as one member stated, "the college has 28 grandchildren." 
The Association has two regular meetings during the year, and 
also the members meet at delightful social gatherings of an informal 
nature. 
In the year of 1910, on July 19th, the Alumni assumed a debt of 
$1,500 for the construction of Hadley Field in its present condition. 
This was a huge undertaking, for the Association was composed of 
only thirty members, but as a consequence Whittier College has the 
present Hadley Field. 
Tuesday of commencement week is Alumni way, and each year it 
becomes more interesting, with luncheons al fresco, baseball games 
and a general home-coming celebration. The Alumni have dreams of 
a complete Alumni cottage in rustic style in which to hold all its meet-
ings. 
Under the able leadership of Bailey Howard, as president, the past 
two years have seen some important innovations, the custom of giv-
ing a one year's scholarship to a local high school man, chosen upon 
the honor system, and the publication of the new Alumni Journal, "The 
Alumnus." 
The Alumni Association hopes for a closer union between the Stu-
dent Body and its own members, for the good of all, and especially for 
our "Greater Whittier College." 
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Membership 
1904 
DELL CORYELL 	 Kindergarten Teacher, Whittier 
INEZ GREEN (Mrs. Louis H. Test) 
	 At Home, Ames, Iowa 
THEODORE SMITH 
	 Banker, Pasadena 
EDITH TEBBETTS 	 Private Secretary, Whittier 
1905 
ESTHER ANDREWS 	 Teacher, Pasadena 
RETTA COOK 	 Y W. C. A. Social Service Worker, Whittier 
GLADDIS MAE HUNT 
	 Assistant Cataloguer, L. A. County Library, Los Angeles 
CHARLES E. JOHNSON 
	 Rancher, La Habra 
AGNES SARGENT 	 Librarian, Urbana, Ill. 
ANNA LOUISE TOMLINSON 
	 Librarian, Whittier College, Whittier 
1906 
MABEl. SMITH (Mrs. J. Clifford Roberts) 	 At Home, Whittier 
CLARA J. TEBBETTS* 
1907 
EREMA NEWBY (Mrs. Ralph Armitage) 
	 Berkeley 
JESSIE REYNOLDS (Mrs. Arthur H. Jessup) 
	 San Gabriel 
ELWOOD S. MINCHIM 	 Hardware Business, Portland, Oregon 
LORENA MILLS (Mrs. Charles Pearson) 	 At Home, South Pasadena 
ESEK PERRY 	 Teacher, Coronado 
INEZ BENNETT (Mrs. Afred Siemon) 
	 At Home, Bakersfield 
EDWARD E. THOMAS 	 Chemist, Whittier 
1908 
COILA CARTER (Mrs. Lawrence Buschell) 	 La Grande, Calif. 
GERTRUDE MILLS* 
1909 
ALICE BLANCHARD 	 Teacher, Pomona 
EDINA NEWBY 	 Teacher, Van Nuys 
OLEMA REES (Mrs. Henry Whitlock) 	 Teacher, Los Angeles 
GERTRUDE COX TODD 	 At Home, Whittier. 
1910 
E. BURTIS HEALTON 	 Rancher, Manzanar 
AUSTIN R. MARSHBURN 	 Rancher, Yorba Linda 
EDNA THORNBURG (Mrs. Leslie C. Nanny) 	 At Home, Whittier 
LULA MAY PEARSON 	 Librarian, Pasadena 
CORA SCHEURER 	 Teacher, Redondo 
CAROLINE SHARPLESS (Mrs. Alfred Johnson) 	 At Home, Yorba Linda 
PAUL E. TODD 	 Civil Engineer, Whittier 
NORRIS R. WILSON 	 Teacher, Los Angeles 
1911 
WILLIAM J. BLOUNT 	 Osteopath, Long Beach 
MARY E. CAMMACK 	 Teacher, Greencastle, 2nd 
AGATHA JESSUP (Mrs. Clarke Congdon) 	 At Home, Palo Alto, Calif. 
CLAIRE EDWARDS (Mrs. Rowland Harvey) 	 At Home, Los Angeles 
ALBERT L. MARSHBURN 	  Teacher, W. C., Whittier 
JOHN PEARSON 	 Rancher, El Monte 
SAMUEL C. PICKETT 	 Actuary, Hartford, Conn. 
LUCILE WILLIAMS 	 At Home, Fresno 
FRANCIS WILLIAMS 	 Teacher, Perris, Calif. 
OLIVE C. WRIGHT 	 Teacher, Redlands 
LOLA M. TABR* 
*Deceased. 
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1912 
HAZEL COOPER 	 Stenographer, Fresno 
GERTRUDE M. COX 	 Teacher, W. C., Whittier 
FRANK CRITES 	 Bank Clerk, Whittier 
NOFLE W. RENNEKER 	 Rancher, Yorba Linda 
MAUDE A. STARBUCK 	 Teacher, Munice, Ind. 
MILTON L. WHITE 	 Missionary, Kotzebuc, Alaska 
1913 
FORD ASHMUN CARPENTER (L. L. D.) 	 U. S. Weather Bureau, Los Angeles 
EVELYN CLARK 	 At Home, Boise, Idaho 
VIVIAN RICE (Mrs. Pliny T. Greene) 	 Teacher W. C., Whittier 
PLINY T. GREEN 	 Bank Clerk, Whittier 
BERTHA M. HOSKINS 	 Teacher, Holtville 
HERBERT N. HOSKINS 	 Teacher, Holtville 
BAILEY W. HOWARD 	 Teacher, H. S., Whittier 
JESSE A. STANFIELD 	 Pastor, Sedley, Va. 
HENRY WHITLOCK 	 Teacher, Los Angeles 
1914 
ANNA ARNOLD (Mrs. Benj. Brownell).. 	 At Home, Whittier 
IRENE GLASGOW 	 At Home, Whittier 
EL MA MARSHBURN (Mrs. John Pearson) 	 At Home, El Monte 
WORTHINGTON J. MEANS 	 Teacher and Coach, Covina 
PEARL C. MOORE 	 At Home, Whittier 
JOSEPH NICHOLS 	 Student, Berkeley 
AL MEDA NORDYKE 	 Teacher, Manzanas, Calif. 
MARION R. PLUMMER 	 At Home, Monrovia 
CHARLES E. TABER 	 Bookkeeper, Whittier 
LUCILE WILSON 	 Librarian, Pasadena 
1915 
MILDRED ALBERTSON 	 Bookkeeper, Whittier 
C. A. Sec'y., Colombo, Ceylon 
Crites) 	 At Home, Whittier 
BRUCE DOUGLAS 	 Student, Chicago 
MAURICE GIFFORD 	 Clerk, Lindsay 
ROSA HADLEY 	 Teacher, Brawley, Calif. 
HORACE H. HAWORTH 	 Student, Ann Arbor, Mich. 
GENEVA JOHNSON 	 Student, Berkeley 
CORA MARSHBURN (Mrs. Chas. Sydnor) 	 At Home, Los Angeles 
SAMUEL NAGATA 	 Student, Stanford U. 
FRED NEWLIN 	 Bookkeeper, Venice 
THOMAS NEWLIN (Honorary) 	 Pres. Guilford College, N. C. 
EVERETT M. REES 	 Surveyor, Whittier 
ALBERT H. STONE 	 Teacher, Swarthmore, Pa. 
MARY F. TODD (Mrs. Frank M. Wright) 	 At Home, Holtville 
MABEL TRUEBLOOD 	 Student, U. S. C., Pasadena 
MARIE VERNON 	 Teacher, Yorba Linda 
VIRGIL WARD 	 Teacher, Beaumont, Calif. 
GLENN H. LEWIS 	 Teacher and Coach, Paoni, Cob. 
ERNEST M. HUNT 	 With Kokomo Rubber Co., Kokomo, Ind. 
1916 
	 Clerk, Whittier 
	 Student, Berkeley 
HOWARD E. CHAMBERS 	 Y. M. C. A. Sec'y., Berkeley 
LAURA FERN cox 	 Cashier, Whittier 
ELMA GREGG 	 At Home, Whittier 
WALTER CAMMACK 	 Y. 
JESSIE DAVIS (Mrs. Frank 
M. 
MORRIS BOGUE 
VERNE BUCK 
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HOMER HAWORTH 	 Student, Whittier 
LILLIAN HELLER 	 Student, U. S. C., Los Angeles 
F. EVERETT JORDAN 
	 Teacher, Scobey ,Mont. 
JESSIE A. KIRKPATRICK 	 Student, W. C., Whittier 
PAUL MOORE 
	 Student, Whittier 
RAYMOND PALMER 	 Teacher, Fauna, Idaho 
HARRY C. REID 	 Surveyor, Whittier 
ERMA SAMS 	 Y. W. C. A. Sec'y., San Jose 
WALTER S. SPICER 	 Lumber Manager, San Bernardino 
EDNA STONE 	 Dressmaker, Whittier 
HAROLD H. STORY 	 Teacher, Honolulu, T. H. 
LELAND SWINDLER 	 U. S. N. Hospital, Denver, Col. 
CHARLES E. TEBBETTS (Honorary) 	 Minister, Whittier 
VERA VOTAW (Mrs. William T. Bryce) 	 At Home, Fullerton 
ELSIE SETZER (Mrs. Elmer E. Westerhouse) 
	
At Home, Endora, Kan. 
GLADYS WILDMAN 	 At Home, Whittier 
FRANK M. WRIGHT 	 Rancher, Holtville 
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America 
My country! 'tis of thee, 
Sweet land of liberty, 
Of thee I sing; 
Land where my fathers died, 
Land of the pilgrim's pride, 
From every mountain side 
Let freedom ring. 
My native country, thee, 
Land of the noble free, 
Thy name I love; 
I love thy rocks and rills, 
Thy woods and templed hills, 
My heart with rapture thrills, 
Like that above. 
Let music swell the breeze, 
And ring from all the trees, 
Sweet freedom's song; 
Let mortal tongues awake, 
Let all that breathe partake, 
Let rocks their silence break, 
The sound prolong. 
Our fathers' God, to Thee, 
Author of liberty, 
To Thee we sing; 
Long may our land be bright 
With freedom's holy light; 
Protect us by Thy might, 
Great God, our King! 
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The Future of Whittier College 
THERE are times in the business of prophecying when it seems that the only satisfactory way of handling an order in that line is to transport bodily, the facts of 1917 back through the cen-
turies to the time and place of some first class oracle. Trying 
to foretell the future of Whittier College is assuredly such an order 
which for proper handling should be referred back to the slopes of 
Delphi. 
One can imagine the votary waiting there while the spirit of the 
place flew forward through the ages and perched upon the hill above 
the college that cannot be hidden. Probably the imagination of such 
a cool, versatile oracle as that of Delphi would work overtime while 
he gazed off to the sea over the broad acres of our sunny southland, 
or beheld whole orchards which yielded veritable apples of Hesperides 
or saw the sturdy, brown hills giving up the products of the earth's 
laboratories to man. After hurried conferences with the spirit of 
Southern California, the spirit of education, and the spirit of the time 
he would dizzily wend his way homeward to inform the waiting pilgrim 
that the future of Whittier College was a matter for the free and 
bountiful use of superlatives. And the most satisfactory part of this 
anachronistic scene would be that the prophecying of the future would 
have been done with an appropriate liberality which nevertheless would 
be implicitly believed as the truth. 
But the spirit of 1917 believes neither in the veracity of home 
prophets or in the sayings of those from other countries and a forward 
look into the future can only be made now days through the lenses of 
present facts held in focus by rigid reason. It is well to remember 
also that the success of the fund campaign of Whittier College speaks 
more for the common belief in its future than words can argue. 
It is surely within reason to say that Southern California will 
continue to experience a rapidity of growth and development which 
will make every succeeding year a more- than forty-niner year. First 
there is the permanent asset of climate, and the only way to benefit 
by climate is to go where the climate is. More and more will it be 
possible for people to bring their business here permanently rather 
than leave their business at home to get frost-bitten while they make 
a "visit" to California; for the business and industry of the southland 
is acquiring the complexity and manifoldness of older centers of 
population. To this the operation of the Panama canal will add, but 
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it seems believable that another big factor will be a growing realiza-
tion that land, the California sun and water are the stuff of which 
wealth is made. 
We may expect then, that this land in which we are situated will 
experience most rapid development and coincident with this will ine-
vitably come growing pains. There will be added the clamor and tur-
moil of a frantic scramble after wealth and pleasure, for we have 
BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF GROUNDS OF 
GREATER WHITTIER COLLEGE 
much. of the material of which each is made. It is in the midst of such 
confusion that the necessity arises for places of quiet where one may 
seriously and soberly study and think and learn. Colleges and uni-
versities will be both the chambers of meditation and prayer and the 
watch towers of enlightened outlook from which must come clear think-
ing directions for the turning and controlling of this hurry of life into 
a steady, deep-running stream which shall help to feed the nation and 
world. And this stream must be controlled else it will prove a wide- 
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spreading menace whose quick-shiftings and all enveloping shallow-
ness will rapidly bury from view that which is best. Such, briefly, will 
be the place of institutions of higher learning in our rapidly-growing 
sunny southland. 
Such then, will be the mission of Greater Whittier College in the 
midst of ever-increasing commercialism and pleasure-seeking to hold 
fast to Truth and Beauty and Idealism that those who spend four 
years in her halls may go out with a vision of what is really worth 
striving and fighting for in this life. That, perhaps, is part of the 
ultimate purpose back of the higher education that one may get there. 
After all, however, we have been summing up the future in terms 
of large generalities and a realization of what it all means can be 
more easily gained if we deal more concretely and specifically with the 
college's relationship to those about her. There is little need of re-
peating what an asset Whittier College is to this community. If that 
were not admitted and accepted, the raising of funds for her future 
would have been impossible. People generally, this year of all years, 
are not putting their dollars into visionary rosy-colored bubble fac-
tories, so one has but to point to the total of the money raised to talk 
graphically of what the college means to this community as the citi-
zens view it. As a good financial investment, the sum of the money 
so invested will testify. 
To the community there also remains the constant pride of owner-
ship which comes when one says to his visiting, eastern friend: "That 
is our college. Yes, we helped build and maintain it." The mere con-
crete bulk which represents the investment of capital is not what will 
bring forth that feeling of pride, else a brewery would awaken like 
thrills. The buildings which shall grace the campus will only be beau-
tiful in so far as they spell to the citizen of Whittier an ever-increas-
ing contribution of good to this community and to society in general. 
Few who have money invested in Whittier College will be rating 
this good by looking up her graduates in years to come in Bradstreets. 
Not the ability to make money, but to spend it well; not the develop-
ment of world famous leaders in thought and politics but the inctilcat-
ing of the right ideals and motives which shall guide a home well and 
furnish community leaders—these are the things which our people shall 
be expecting of Whittier College and these are the things which they 
have every right to expect. That is the business, the privilege of a 
college to equip her graduates for life wherever they may be, by show-
ing them in their under-graduate days cross sections of all phases of 
life so that principles stand forth and correct conclusions are inevitable. 
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This cross-sectional analysis is the finest of work, the rarest of 
arts, for the teacher is an artist who works with the most plastic and 
wonderful of all materials—the human mind. Whittier College must 
have teacher artists then, for the progress of the student depends 
upon the teacher, and the progress of this community depends upon 
the graduated student and the future of Whittier College depends 
upon whether her product makes good. An efficient Greater Whittier 
College starts, not with the acquisition of physical equipment and the 
rearing of imposing piles and the construction of beautiful grounds, 
but with the minds that shall make these beautiful halls temples of 
truth and knowledge—with the artists who work skillfully, understand-
ingly, devotedly with the finest of building stuff—the human mind. 
The community has the right to say to the college: "I have helped 
give you your laboratories, your chapels, your clas's rooms. Fill me 
these, with teachers who are inspired to show my children the way they 
should go, for upon this my own future depends." And the greater, 
efficient Whittier College will not be waiting for this plea to make her 
work effective and vital and inspired. 
The church too, will turn to the college and say: "I must have new 
blood if I am to push forward. Give me men who have made their let-
ters in athletics, in forensics and in their studies—for the best are not 
too good." We have been emphasizing only the duty of the college 
to the community but how much greater is her duty to furnish leaders 
to the church! Perhaps the close organic connection of the college to 
the Friend's church makes it easy to leave out of mind the supply of 
broad visioned leaders which must come to the church from this 
source. Religion today is too large a thing to be handled in a small 
way and big minded men and women must have big minded, broad 
education if they are to carry forward their share of a religion which 
shall meet the diverse, everyday demands of the man and woman of 
today. Not a looseness of religious interpretation or a throwing away 
of the traditions of the past, but the ability to apply these principles 
in the modern, work-a-day world—that is what the world needs—that 
is what every church needs—that is what the Friend's church needs. 
Where shall this ability, this insight, this understanding sort of ability 
be developed if not in the Friend's own colleges? 
Greater Whittier College must not feel that her leadership and her 
prestige may only be expressed by her graduates. That would be to 
sit by and let her messages be carried from her to the waiting world. 
There remains the duty to carry her truth actively forward herself. 
Is it too much to expect that from her faculty shall emanate plans for 
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the bettering of this community, for the beautifying of the city, for 
the care of her children's play time during the week as well as on 
Sunday? Whittier is a collegiate institution but is her interest then to 
be tied up only in indviduals between the ages of eighteen and twenty-
five? High School and grammar school and college—they are all 
bound together and there is no higher or lower learning from this view-
point—so her duty will lie alongside of theirs. 
A college should be and is able to draw to her platform leaders 
in thought from other communities and the contributions of these 
thinkers should be accessible to everyone in the community. It should 
be part of the duty of such a college to get these men before the people 
in lecture course whose only fee of admission is the desire to benefit 
by such opportunities. To be ever actively on the lookout for every-
thing which will better this community and society at large, that is 
the privilege of this college as it is of every college. It is a privilege 
which communities rarely ask anything from in the granting, and one 
must add, it is often a privilege which the community rarely gets any 
direct results from. Yet the future of Whittier College must hold all 
this in mind for Whittier College is to be a greater, an EFFICIENT 
college, and EFFICIENCY is a broad word which covers a minute-
ness of attention to a wilderness of details. 
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There's a satisfaction in 
HEADQUARTERS driving a motor car that you 
FOR RELIABLE 	 know is equipped with relia- 
MOTOR SUPPLIES bie accessories. The motor- 
	
 ist best appreciates this 
when he strikes the highway miles away from 
oil stations and garages. You will find the fol-
lowing accessories dependable. 
KELLY-SPRINGFIELD, 
UNITED STATES, MASON, 
REPUBLIC TIRES 
for extra mileage and less worry 
MARTIN SHOCK ABSORBERS 
Cut down tire expense by elim- 
inating natural spring trouble. 
PREST-O-LITE BATTERIES 
Lighting and starting. Ready the 
instant you're ready 
Gas and oil pump inside and gas 
and oil l)d11111) outside 
HARRIS, HAVOLINE AND 
MOBILOIL 
All lubrication. No waste and less 
wear 
KLAXON HAND AND ELEC- 
TRIC HORNS 
The only and original horn 
Full line tools, brake lining steels, 
bronze, babbitt, etc. 
Equipped for Storage Battery, 
lathe, radiator, or press work. 
None but first class workmen 
The Whittier Garage 
I A. .litlh',-, Pi-&p. 
WHITE FRONT GARAGE 
324 W. Philadelphia St. 
 
Phone 750 
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Calendar 
September 
5. Registration. Feeling poor. 
Heard in the offie: "How are you classified?" 
"Oh, I haven't been to class yet." 
6. Opening Chapel. Rev. Luther D. Wishard gives address. More 
opportunities. 
Y. W. C. A. Dove Party in honor of new girls. 
Sophomores have spread on the campus to celebrate their birth-
day. 
7. Meeting of Senior Class at Johnson's. 
12. Meeting of the Asilomar Club at Miss Tomlinson's. 
14. Pole Rush. Freshmen are victorious in subduing the Sophomores. 
Fire did it. 
15. Annual Student Body Reception at the Girl's Cottage. 
Heard in the hall: "Shall I wear my dancing pumps?" 
20. Professor Muchmore addressed the Y. W. C. A. 
22. Junior-Freshman Bake in Savage Canyon. 
Senior-SophomoreHard Times Party in the Gymnasium. 
Coach Breuchner to coach football line. 
23. First football practice with Manual Arts. No bones broken. 
27. Junior Class gives surprise supper at Davena Todd's for Verl 
Murray, who returned from International Track Meet. Two is a 
couple, three a crowd, and a whole class 	  
Dick visits Lapland. 
28. Chicken Bone Orchestra met for the annual election of "Bones." 
Yum, yum! 
October 
1. Free tonsorial parlors for the Freshmen. 
3. Al Jackson "lays low." 
4. Miss Alice Hoyt, city and student secretary, led Y. W. C. A. 
meeting. 
Student Volunteer Band met at Prof. Rosenberger 's. 
7. Practice game with L. A. A. C. Joe Findlay donated part of his 
skin to the cause. 
10. Recital by Prof. Eugene Knox. 
11. Practice game with St. Vincent. Joe liberal again. 
12. Football team leaves for Berkeley. Everybody sees them off. 
14. Berkeley' 21, Whittier 17. Sad fate! 
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15.. Team arrives home. Earl finds sympathy at girls cottage. 
17. Elliott looks into the eyes of Olive. 
20. Rally for Arizona game. Jimmy only one hour late. 
22. Elliott frequents the cottage out of eating hours. 
26. Whittier 26, Arizona 10. Feed for both teams at girls' cottage. 
27. Senior Feed in Savage Canyon. 
28. Redlands at Whittier. Whittier 21, Redlands 0. 
Freshman-Junior Hallowe'en Party in Gym. 
29. Joe grows new skin. 
30. Piano Recital by Prof. Burritt L. Marlowe, assisted by Miss Anna 
L. Tomlinson. 
November 
3. Rally for Pomona game. Jimmie in time to hear Alma Mater. 
Edison Recital in Chapel by Mr. Coots. 
4. Football at Pomona. Whittier 14, Pomona 3. 
Pajamerino at night. That's no improvement in appearance. 
7. No school. Election day. Did we do our duty 
8. Junior "Cords" arrive. 
Senior meeting at Hilda Hickman's. 
9. Proctor of boys' dorm. sets bad example for early hours. 
Mr. Kolfson on Prohibition. 
10. Announcement of the engagement of Lillie Vail and Edward Curl. 
The first this year. 
11. Throop at Whittier. Whittier 55, Throop 0. Joe escapes. 
12-19. World's Fellowship Week. 
13. Charles E. Tebbetts spoke in chapel. 
Girls' matron confers with boys' proctor on subject of late hours. 
14. Miss Geraldine La Fetra spoke on South America. Dick's going. 
15. Y. W. C. A. "A Missionary Skit" of Japanese Conference. 
Y. M. C. A.—Gale Seamon. 
16. Mr. Morton gave an aeroplane view of his work in the hospitals 
of England and in the trenches of Flanders. War is 	  
Elliott sleeps in class. Why 
Asilomar Club meeting at Mary Coffin's. 
17. Dr. Pinkerton spoke on the war. War is 	 er! 
Joint V. M. and Y. W. party at Girls' Cottage. Did you go and 
act like a nut? 
24. Sophomore-Freshman girls' basket ball game. Frosh won as 
usual. 
Rally for Oxy game. Jimmie too late. 
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Get the habit of 
coming here for your 
motor car needs. 
You will find in all the lines we carry, 
a high standard of value, a full measure 
of service and our guarantee behind 
everything you buy here. 
We want you for a regular, day in day 
out, year after year customer. And our 
stock, our prices and the spirit with which 
we take care of your needs are all de-
signed to make you so, once you have 
made your first purchase here. 
Far from wishing you any ill luck, if 
you must have a puncture, please have it 
in front of our door, so that we may get 
acquainted. 
COMPLETE LINE OF 
STANDARD MOTOR CAR ACCESSORIES 
OILS, GREASES, ETC. 
Whittier Vulcanizing Works 
309 W. Philadelphia St., Whittier, Calif. 
Phone 53 
	 R. F. Daniels, Prop. 
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25. Oxy at Whittier. Whittier 13, Oxy 13. Championship tied; Joe 
Siemon's shoulder broken. 
From the side lines: Girl—"How can they ever get all that dirt 
and blood off their faces?" Gentleman—" That's the work of 
the scrub team." 
22. Elliott follows the steps of Rip Van Winkle. 
29-Dec. 4. Thanksgiving Vacation. Everybody fills up on turkey. 
"Pat" eats twelve pancakes at one sitting. 
December 
4. Inter-class basket ball. Seniors 17, Juniors 4. 
5. Inter-class basket ball. Freshmen 35, Sophomores 15. Shoes too 
small for Halsey. 
Margaret McKee, queen of whistlers, gave entertainment at Col-
lege. 
6. Basket ball. Seniors 25, Freshmen 13. Halsey's feet troubling 
him. 
Seniors, school champions for fourth time. Rah! rah! 
7. Senior Class meeting at VOtaw 's. Celebration. Blanche smiles; 
Honey grows serious. 
8-9-10. Southern California Student Volunteer Conference at Occi-
dental. 
11. Asilomar Club presented "A Day at Asilomar" in the College 
Chapel. Great talent! 
13. Seniors entertain in honor of their basket ball team. "Som-er-
set" going good. 
15. Y. W. C. A. Bible Study Committee entertained at Lois Bennink's 
in honor of Bible Study leaders. 
Fullerton Junior College vs. Whittier College. 
16. Annual football banquet at Girls' Cottage. Joe Siemon elected 
captain for next season. 
18. Dr. D. W. Pollock speaks on Egypt. 
22. Seniors present "The Christmas Spirit" at Chapel. 
Christmas Vacation. All go home for the holidays. 
25. Another X appears. Next! 
26. College played Crescents. 
27. What did Honey give Blanche? Keep your eyes open. 
28. Farewell dinner for Coach Wilson. 
Basket ball. Stanford at Whittier. Stanford 46, Whittier 12. 
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January 
9. School opened after Christmas vacation. A few truants. Rumors 
of another scalp taken in, Eh, Itchy 
11. Debate. College of Law U. S. C. vs. Whittier College. 
12. Dr. Chaple on Japan. 
13. U. of C. at Whittier. Basket ball. U. of C. 40, Whittier 30. 
17. Juniors have class meeting at the home of Vernon Stanfield in 
El Modena. Mail carriers overworked in Woodlake. Itchy 
changed. No more trouble (fl. 
19. Basket bail. Crescents 36, Whittier 13. 
Mr. and Mrs. Harlow are guests of the College. 
22. Dr. Winfield S. Hall spent the day at the College and addressed 
the Y. W. and Y. M. 
Ham begins to cram. 
23. Exams begin. Ham seems worried. 
24. Exams in full swing. That tired feeling! 
25. Exams still on. All shot to pieces. 
26. Exams finished. Sighs of relief heard from students and faculty. 
Will Ham be back again 
29. Registration for Second Semester. V. G. S. loses his nerve. 
Senior boys entertained Senior girls with a feed at Alta Park. 
Dorm. fellows enjoy marshmallow bake at "The Peppers." 
30. Second Semester opened. Wanted—more pep! 
February 
1. Chapel talk. George D. Weeks Lindsay. 
Sophomore spree at Gregg's. Did Story "step out?" 
Corner stone of Quaker Church laid. Half holiday. Ham said 
the singing was fine. 
2. Seniors appeared in caps and gowns. Oh, the long and the short 
of it all! with some caps on the southeast eyebrow and others 
on the northwest ear. Yes, Prof. Snell, it is now time to take 
off your cap. 
Senior feed in Senior seat. 
5. One of the popular new courses this semester is the Science of 
Campustry. Majors: Marion and Charles, A. Jackson and 
	  Fine prospects. 
Juniors select play, "The Man on the Box," by McGrath. 
6. Basket ball. Crescents 29, College 23. 
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7. Miss Peterson spoke at Y. W. C. A. meeting. 
Senior business meeting at Lois Belt's. Elliott stagged it. 
9. Tennis match with Redlands. Pretty work, Fergie! 
Girls' Glee Club Concert, Whittier. Girls a la leap year visit 
the Poinsettia Sweet Shop. 
10. 	 Basket ball. Whittier 36, Occidental 30. Goin' a million, Sharkey. 
12. Lecture-recital by Fred Emerson Brooks. 
13. Juniors win in track meet, as usual. 
Junior girls give Junior boys a spread after the meet at the girls' 
cottage. 
15. "A Thousand Miles Down the Tigris River," Dr. Edgar J. Banks. 
16. Mid-year Y. W. C. A. Conference opens at U. S. C. 
Whittier College Girls' Glee Club sang at Conference. 
20. Campus Staff had dinner at the Boarding Club. 
21. Dr. Banks addressed joint Y. M. and Y. W. on "The Seven Won-
ders of the World." Verl thinks there is one better. 
Senior party at Myrtle Allen's. They select their play, "The 
Servant in the House." More work for the undertaker. 
Dorm. girls entertained dorm. fellows and Glee Club men with 
a ''jolly-up.'' 
22. Basket ball at Orange. Orange 27, Whittier 23. 
23. Pomona College Girls' Glee Club Concert in College Chapel. 
26. Y. W. C. A. Cabinet has its annual business meeting and din- 
ner at Mary Coffin's. 
28. Y. W. C. A. annual election of officers. 
Rev. Hulett led Y. M. C. A. 
March 
1. Cast of Junior play announced. Joy and tears. 
2. Juniors defeat Senior debaters in Chapel. Display of hot air. 
Men's Glee Club gives concert at El Modena. 
3. French Club Banquet at girls' cottage. "Tower of Babel." 
5. Old Y. W. Cabinet entertained with a spread in Savage Canyon 
in honor of the new cabinet. After the storm, calm. 
7. Girls' Glee Club and friends go to Fullerton High School. Great 
prospects of new athletes for next year. 
8. Y. W. C. A. banquet in honor of new cabinet held at Girls' Cottage. 
11. Three addresses by Dr. John Douglas Adam. 
12. Greater Whittier College plans shown in chapel. Wild applause. 
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Coach Van Cleave takes charge of the squad. Prospects look-
ing up. 
14. Cast of Senior play announced. 
15. Official opening of the building and endowment campaign for 
Greater Whittier College. Everybody boosts. 
First of the series of teas given by Mrs. Rosenberger and the 
Advisory Board in honor of the college girls. 
20. Senior girls entertain the Senior boys with a dinner at the home 
of Lois Johnson. 
Second of series of teas by Mrs. Rosenberger. 
San Anselmo Quartette occupy chapel hour. 
22. Third of series of teas by Mrs. Rosenberger. 
Redlands debate. 
23. Junior Chapel Program. 
College closes for Spring Vacation. Tout joins the movies. 
24. Beginning of Girls' Wee Club tour. 
25. Boys' Glee Club leaves for the North—a la automobile. 
April 
3. Where did you get those ties, boys They're loud enough to be 
heard six blocks off. 
Movie pictures taken of Tout's scenario. 
6. Senior-Junior Banquet in Banquet Hall. Best ever. 
Sophs have a bake at the Peppers. 
Freshies have a hayless hay ride. 
7. Baseball. L. A. A. C. 11, Whittier 0. 
10. Conditions in Mexico, Dr. C. E. Tebbetts. 
11. Y. M. C. A. State Secretary Hill spoke at Y. M. Everybody feels 
a calling. 
12. College Ideals, Prof. Herbert E. Harris. 
13. Men's Glee Club gave home concert. Honor Blanche by her favor-
ite. 
Y. W. C. A. entertain Junior and Senior High School girls. 
16. Fishing fine at Capistrano. Everybody has plenty to eat. 
21. Baseball. Pomona 10, Whittier 5. 
Senior feed at Glenn Hohlingsworth's in San Bernardino. 
25. Rev. McCrory, an evangelist, led Y. M. C. A. Do dogs really 
smoke'? 
Mrs. Day led Y. W. C. A. 
27. Annual Banquet of Associated Alumni of the Friends Colleges. 
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Hardware 
Cutlery 
Sporting Goods 
Sweater Coats 
"Spa/ding of Course" 
We Are 
Interested 
in the welfare of 
Whittier and of 
everyone who enters 
our banking rooms. 
We feel that this is 
what banking is for—
to serve the public in 
a courteous, comrade-
ly manner. 
Come in and talk 
over your require-
ments with us. It 
will place you under 
no obligation what-
soever. 
"Quality, Service, Price" 
Whittier Hardware Co. 
114-16 S. Greenleaf Ave. 
The Whittier 
Savings 
Bank 
Corner 
Bright and 
Philadelphia 
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May 
3. Junior Play. Did you say, "A slip of the tongue?" 
4. May Day Festival. Madge Horton, queen. Movies again. 
Junior Play. From whence cometh that uproarious smile? 
Juniors have "sweetening time" at the Poinsettia after the play. 
6. Sharkie loses his favorite tooth. 
8-10. Miss Helen Fulton is guest of the Y. W. C. A. Girls drink 
punch. 
9. Y. W. C. A. is led by Miss Fulton. 
10. Intercollegiate Prohibition Contest. 
11. Junior-Senior day. Everybody likes Monrovia. Dick and Camp 
experience "blow-outs." 
Acropolis goes to the press. 
15. "Al Fresco" on Campus. Entertainment in Auditorium. 
Junior business meeting at Mary Coffin's. 
17. Junior business meeting at Helen White's. 
18. Public recital by Department of Expression. 
Senior party at Madge Horton's. 
21. Student Body Election. 
22. Public recital by Department of Expression. 
25. Freshman Chapel. 
28-1. Finals. 
30. Holiday. Decoration Day. 
June 
1. "The Pageant of Darkness and Light," by Choral Society. 
3. Baccalaureate Sermon. 
Address before Christian Associations. 
7. Senior Day. 
Senior Play, "The Servant in the House." 
5. Alumni Day. Athletics and business meeting. 
Alumni Banquet. 
6. Commencement. 
June 6-Sept. 10. Vacation. Oh, joy! 
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HOT DRINKS 
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Early to bed and early to rise, 
Does very well for sick folks and guys, 
But it makes a man miss all the fun until he dies 
And joins the stiffs that are gone to the skies; 
So to bed when you please and be at your ease, 
You'll die just the same with some Latin disease. 
"The chemistry class is an expensive position. The carfare to 
Los Angeles is so great."—Acropolis, Mar. '13. 
Verna McF.—Why, it's only 6 o'clock. I told you to come after 
dinner. 
Sharkie—That's what I came after. 
Dick's Motto: Are late hours good for one? No, but they're 
all right for two. 
Donald Todd to Verl (who is holding him)—Am I as heavy as 
sister? 
Lois B.—Oh! no one will miss me next year. 
Alice—No; of course not. They will Mrs. you. 
"That fellow who is calling on Lucile hates to go," growled her 
father. 
"Only it seems to me he's pretty far gone already," answered 
her mother. 
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The 
Foundation of 
Success and 
Happiness 
'II 
—'J-- 
is started the day you break the ground for a home of your own. The 
home to a young couple is the link that binds and starts them saving 
money. To the older couple it is the place where happiness and con-
tentment await you in your declining years. Why not plan today to 
Build a Home of Your Own 
Come in and look over the books of plans we have. We can supply 
you with estimates of cost complete. 
Then give the order for the work to begin at once. Remember, we 
can furnish everything you will need from the sills to the shingles. 
Barr Lumber Company 
119 N. Milton Ave. 	 Phone 47 
) y ~ ii > •11 
Vernon Votaw (taking orders for books)—Are any of you going 
together? 
Hinshaw—There's one way I have it over Washington. 
Elliott—I'm your friend, so I'll listen to it. 
Hinshaw—He couldn't tell a lie. I can. 
"Oh, Bacon could not have written Shakespeare. No educational 
man would have made so many historical blunders." 
"But he may have had a bum stenographer" 
Edith—I see millinery will be one of the practical arts taught at 
the summer school of the University of California. 
Joe.—Yet I imagine the graduates will still continue to ask, "Is 
my hat on straight?" 
"I'm not happy unless I have an engagement every evening." 
"Me, too; with a couple of broken engagements to patch up the 
next day." 
Florence—I wish I could see myself as others see me. 
Helen—That's just an excuse for spending a lot of time in front 
of a mirror. 
Hickory, dickory, dock; the mouse run up the clock. "Heavens!" 
cried the pretty girl, "suppose the brute ran up a wrist watch!" 
June Aiken (in the Bible room)—Oh, dear; lend me a pencil. 
Vernon Stanfield—This is no place for a married man. 
"That dame asked me for some consummated lye," said the gro-
cer's new boy, with a grin. 
"You didn't correct her?" asked the grocer. 
"Aw, nix! I'm onto the job better'n dat. I jest handed her a 
can of consecrated lye an' said nuthin'." 
"Yes, aunt; John is so careless of his appearance. His buttons 
are always coming off." 
"But perhaps they aren't—eh—sewed on properly." 
"That's just it. John is so careless with his sewing." 
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WHITTIER COLLEGE "DAILIES" 
That young man of yours," said the parent, as his daughtei 
came down to breakfast, "should apply for a post in a freak museum." 
"Why, father," exclaimed the young lady, in tones of indigna-
tion, "what do you mean " 
"I noticed when I passed through the hall late last night," an-
swered the old man, "that he had two heads upon his shoulder." 
Militarist—Young man, why aren't you at the front 
Joe (milking cow)—'Cause there ain't no milk at that end, ma'am. 
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The College Graduate- 
41.Today, more than ever before, the world awaits the 
coming of the college graduates. Big business does 
not look for recruits in the ranks these days, but 
rather to the universities, to those who have spent 
their time training for a given work. 
411,Each year many corporations send representatives 
to the large universities, colleges and technical insti-
tutions, making reservations, as it were, for future 
college graduates. The students with the highest 
standings, upon graduation, are given opportunities 
of joining the forces of many of the finest and most 
successful business organizations in the country. 
4L The technical man who has burned the midnight oil 
will learn that compound interest comes with every 
hour invested. Big business needs technically trained 
men upon whom great responsibility may rest. In the 
old backwoods days the man in the ranks had almost 
an even break with the college man. But not so today. 
The world wants educated workers, men to build 
bridges in the Andes, to harness the great waterfalls 
of South Africa, to take up the work of developing 
our untouched resources. 
(The university man has the edge on his fellow work-
ers today. He is prepared thoroughly for what oppor-
tunity may arise. 
4LHe is America's best product of the Twentieth Cen-
tury. 
E' TOO,- ~~!Mffr'CO
~4 ^ L 
 
207 PHILADELPHIA ST. 	 WHITTIER, CAL. 
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"What line did you say you were ml" 
"I manufacture a face powder that can't be kissed off." 
"Who has charge of your proving grounds?" 
Lela (pointing to .a patch on Dick's cords)—Is that where you 
fell down? 
Dick—No, I fell down in the basement. 
Joe Buckmaster (as fly lights on his hand)—Don't bite the hand 
that's feeding you. 
'THE CAR AHEAD" 
COP'IRIGHI. 1916, 
PILOT MOTOR CAR COMPANY 
The Ideal Motor Car of Its Class 
This is the unanimous opinion of owners and all who 
have inspected the Pilot Six. 
From stem to stern, nothing but highest grade mater-
ials are to he found in the construction of the Pilot Six. 
The car itself is the last word in beauty, and symmetry 
of design; the 45 H. P. motor produces an abundance of 
power, smoothness and flexibility and the utmost is at-
tained in all the qualities that are desirable in a high 
grade car. 
May we give you a demonstration? We invite your 
inspection. 
HARRY W. BACON CO. 
WHITTIER, CAL. 
Phone 221 
The Spanish military attache, Col. Don Nicolas Urculla y Cereijo, 
said at a dinner in Washington: 
"Yes, Spanish titles are very elaborate. I heard recently of an 
American girl who wrote from San Sebastian to her millionaire father: 
'Well, I'm engaged to three dukes, five marquises, seven counts, 
four barons and a don.' 
'What on earth do you mean?' her father cabled. 
"'Don't get excited,' she cabled back. 'It's all one man. He's 
a Spaniard.' 
Marion Jackson (in chem. lab. speaking to Mary Coffin)—Miss 
Apron, do you have your Coffin? 
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Buy your next suit 
of 
WOOD BROS. 
343 SOUTH SPRING ST. 
,$15 to c35 
"JUST ONE BLOCK FROM THE HIGH-RENT DISTRICT" 
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"Do you think it a waste of time to say please over the tele- 
phoneV" 	 I 
Operator—Not any more a waste of time than half the other con-
versation that goes over the wire. 
Dad (sternly)—Come here, sir. Your mother and I agree that 
you deserve a whipping. 
Small Boy (bitterly)—Oh, yes; that's about the only thing that 
you and mama ever do agree about. 
Of Special Interest 
to Students 
"SAFTY FIRST" 
Until the advent of the Moore's the words, "Non-
Leakable" had never been applied to a fountain pen, for 
the very good reason that there was no such thing as 
a ion-leakable fountain pen. 
We firmly believe in the Moore's pen and 
we are glad to recommend it to you 
For those who prefer a self-filling fountain pen, take 
the "Swan," a pen we know will please. 
A pen for every hand 
Every one guaranteed 
Sold By Whittier College Book Store 
"My dear, it was, of course, business that detained me until mid- 
night." 
"Yes.'' 
"You know I wouldn't deceive you." 
"No, Charlie; you wouldn't deceive me, no matter what you said." 
"Do you want your wife to voteV' 
"I don't want to express myself," said Mr. Meekton. "If Hen-
rietta finds she doesn't like politics, she'll blame me for getting her 
into it." 
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It's better to buy a Buick 
	
Buick popularity increases 
than to wish you had. 	 in exact ratio to the spread 
of motor car knowledge. 
Sixes and Fours 
When better automobiles are built Buick will 
build them 
\V. H. COULTHURST 
Agent for Whittier and vicinity 
I 
Our Motto: Good Service, Square Deal-
ing, Courteous Treatment 
SO. CAL. 
ION 
Pacific 14 	 121 E. Philadelphia St. 	 Home 14 
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A sailor who had landed after a long voyage, and having been paid 
off, called a cab, threw his luggage inside and jumped on top himself. 
"Beg pardon, sir," said the astonished cabman, "but you should 
get inside and put your baggage on top." 
"Steer the craft ahead, sonny. Passengers always go on deck 
and baggage in the hold," was the reply from the top. 
Hampton (entering botany lab.)—Gee, but this place smells like 
an undertaking parlor. 
EFFERY 
In medium priced motor cars, we believe the Jeffery 
represents more honest value than is offered in any other 
automobile on the market. The Jeffery is actually a 
manufactured car—nbt merely assembled. Ninety-three 
per cent of Jeffery cars and trucks are manufactured in the 
great Jeffery factories, one of the greatest and most com-
plete automobile plants in the world. Every feature that 
is desirable in a high class car, durability, comfort, con-
venience, beauty; in fact, to the minutest details of con-
struction—these are all generously provided for in the 
Jeffery. 
The Jeffery is fundamentally right in every particu-
lar of design and construction and a car that no prospec-
tive buyer can afford to overlook. We unhesitatingly 
endorse it and suggest your inspection. 
HARRY W. BACON CO. 
Phone 221 	 Whittier, Calif. 
Also Jeffery Commercial Vehicles 
Farmer—That is my hired man asleep up there in the crotch of 
that oak tree." 
Visitor—Why did lie climb up there to go to sleep? 
Farmer—He didn't. He went to sleep on an acorn which grew up 
with him. 
Tom (to Mr. Lent)—Mr. Lent, I think I owe you a little bill, 
don't I? 
Mr. Lent (knowing that Tom lives in the dorm.)—Yes; what's 
your name? 
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- We carry the larg-
est and most com-
plete line of 
Jewelry 
in Whittier 
We give a 
10" 
Discount 
on all graduation 
presents purchased 
at our store 
Let our optometrist 
relieve you of those 
headaches, eye strain, 
and nervousness by 
fitting you with a per-
fect pair of glasses. 
Examination free 
Saturdays 
Cole Bros., 
- 	 Corner Jewelers 
White 
Bus 
Line, Inc. 
16 PASSENGER CARS  
Whittier Ticket Office, The 
Poinsettia Sweet Shop 
30 minute service l)tweer1 Whittier, 
Los Angeles, La Habra, Brea, 
Fullerton, Anaheim and Santa 
Ana. 
Leave Whittier for Los Angeles-
7:20 a. in. and every half hour 
until 6:50 p. m., then 7:50, 8:50, 
9:50 and 11:20. 
Leave Whittier for La Habra, 
Brea, Fullerton, Anaheim and 
Santa Ana-7:15 a. m. and every 
half hour until 6:45 p. in., then 
7:45, 9:15 10:45 and 12:15. 
Cars leave Los Angeles for Whit-
tier every half hour on the hour 
and half hour. 
WHITE 
BUS LINE 
Main Office 109 E. 7th St. 
Los Angeles, Cal. 
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Living up to His Name 
When the train stopped at an inland Virginia station the northern 
tourist sauntered out on the platform. Beneath a tall pine stood a 
lean animal with scraggy bristles. The tourist was interested. 
"What do you call that?"  he queried of a lanky "Cracker." 
"Razorback hawg." 
"Well, whats he doing rubbing against that tree?" 
"He's stropping himself, mister; jest stropping himself." 
Dealers in 
FARM IMPLEMENTS, VEHICLES 
GAS ENGINES, PUMPS 
BEAN TRACK PULL TRACTORS 
HOLT CATERPILLAR TRACTORS 
AND A GENERAL LINE OF 
Tractor Drawn Tools 
Manufacturers of Harness 
Whittier Implement Co. 
+ 
EPITAPHS 
Deep wisdom, swelled head, brain fever. 
He's dead—"The  Senior." 
False fair one; hope fled, heart broken. 
He's dead—"The  Junior." 
Found one unknown, 'tis said, conceit punctured 
He's dead—"The Sophomore." 
Milk famine, not fed, starvation. 
He's dead—"The Freshman." 
--172---- 
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FRAMING PORTRAITS 	 VIEWS 
BLUM & BECK, Bookbinders 
Los Angeles, Calif. 1321% S. Spring St. 
Official College Photographer 
Out of Sight-Out of Mind 
Not a Pleasant Thought, Perhaps 
But U nfortunately, Only too True 
A photograph is the concrete representation of your 
absent personality. It keeps your memory green, though 
you may be thousands of miles away. "Who's that?" 
says a visitor. "Oh, that's cousin George—he's down in 
Mexico engineering." If you were called away tomorrow 
would you have a photograph to leave behind? 
Transchel Studio 
1091/2 S. Greenleaf Ave. 	 Phone 300 
—If the binding of this vol-
ume is not suficient to crn-
vince Iyou of our ability to 
Bind Books To Stay Bound, 
demand more evidence, and 
it will be gladly submitted. 
We Bind 
Magazines 
Pamphlets 
Library Books 
Maps 
Blank Book 
We Do 
Paper Ruling 
Gold Stamping 
Art Leather Work 
Loose Leaf Systems 
Index Card Systems 
------------------------------- 
122 N. Greenleaf Ave. 
Whittier, Calif. 
Destruction 
Beneath the calm sunset we stood, and her head 
She raised with her eyes full of wonder. 
"Those clouds go to where °?" And so shyly I said, 
"My love, they are going to thunder!" 
• Benj. Brubaker (in library)—Oh, I dropped my watch. 
Marion Mc.—Did it stop 
Benj.—Of course. Do you suppose it went through the floor 
Phone 23 	 Call and Deliver 
Members of Cleaners and Dyers 
Association 
1' 
Altering, Cleaning, Pressing 
Carefully and Promptly 	
= 
	
I - 	 Done 
	
= 	 Phone 82 
J.H.Bawden 
Superior Cleaner 
Dyer and Tailor 
Suits Made to Order 15 to $25 
We Clean Anything Cleanable 
The Latest Sanitary Methods 
QUICK SERVICE 
Sutphen I  s-. 
Men's Shop 
Fine Custom Tailoring— 
Exclusive Furnishings 
For Men Who Know 
113 W. Philadelphia St. 
Whittier, Cal 
Opposite P. E. Station 
Preston Marshburn was engaged in distributing samples of Shred-
ded Wheat Biscuit. A certain lady to whom he offered a biscuit re-
marked: "Why I would just as soon eat baled hay as that stuff." 
Pres.—I'm sorry, Madam, but we haven't any baled hay with us 
today. 
"On what grounds did Brown get his divorce?" 
"Claimed his wife made such poor coffee he couldn't drink 
"Coffee grounds, eh?" 
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J 
ust-What-You -Want 
	  Store  	
A LITTLE OF EVERYTHING 
AND GROCERIES TOO 
F 
Groceries 
Que ensware 
Woodenware 
Wire Goods 
Clay Ware 
Fancy China 
Glassware 
Enamelware 
Stationery 
and Toys 
109 S. Greenleaf 	 Phone 140 
Free Delivery 
Boyer's Express Office 
WHITTIER, :: CALIF. 
+ 
Newspapers 	 Magazines 
V. (e. 
J,ttut tanb 
Shoes Shined 	 Hats Cleaned 
+ 
I TIRED Latest Styles in 
f rnishings 
for men 
Tailoring at 
popular prices 
M. H. FRIEBEL 
HABERDASHER 
and HATTER 	 :1 
JUST EAST OF P. E. STATION 
If not see us before re-tiring 
Savage—Diamond--Hendrie 
Tires 
and 
Tubes 
Vulcanizing and Battery Work 
Our Specialty 
Exide Battery Depot 
Gasoline—Oils—Accessories 
Oxygen Carbon Removing 
Hamill, Coppock & Harsch 
214 E. Philadelphia St. Phone 299 
+ 
	
+ 
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Whittier Garage Co. 
Inc. 
CHARLES SAUNDERS, 
Sales Manager 
Lee's Market 
West Philadelphia St. 
P 	 .5-..-........ 
The stout party had been in the boot shop over an hour, and the 
patient shop assistant had had half the stock down for her inspection. 
She found a fault with them all until his patience became quite 
exhausted. 
"These would suit you," he said, taking another pair down as a 
last resource. 
Still the lady was not satisfied. 
"I don't like this sort," she said. "They have a tendency to get 
wider when they are a bit old." 
"Well, madam," retorted the exasperated assistant, politely, 
didn't you V' 
Studebaker 
Automobiles 
the family car 
This space given by our 
friend—The Meat Man 
She—I want my boy to be an evangelist. 
He—There you go again; always thinking of money. 
Impassioned Orator—Business men of America, I ask you what it 
is we are all working for 
Small voice in the rear—To keep our wives in good clothes. 
Mrs. Parker—Our new cook has learned all my ways. 
Parker—Don't worry. She may improve. 
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For Wholesomness, Purity 
and Food Value order 
Greenleaf Dairy Milk 
Safeguard your health and build up your constitution by 
drinking Greenleaf Dairy milk. It is the greatest sum-
mer food of all. 
Our milk is the product of cleanly kept and well fed 
cows. It is scientifically examined before being delivered 
in sterilized bottles and its purity is always maintained. 
When you buy Greenleaf Dairy milk, you get health 
insurance. Serve it inyour home. 
GREENLEAF DAIRY 
J. F. TEDRICK, Proprietor 
.fr 
JV[oore 'S 
Book and 
Kodak 
Store 
Il/bore's 
Book and 
Kodak 
Store 	 I 
S t a t lo fl e r y 
41. The newest and leading books—birthday, gift 
and souvenir. (. Congratulation cards and other 
kinds of cards and booklets; bibles and testa-
ments: 41. Finest stationery and correspondence 
cards can be found at lowest prices at Moore's 
Book and Kodak Store. 
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At a football game, while Elliott was tackling some fellow, Olive 
was heard to say: "Hold him; hold on tight, Eliott; you know how." 
"Why should a man named Benjamin marry a girl named AimaP' 
"Because he would be Bennie-fitted and she would be Annie-
mated." 
"Did you see Mark Anthony putting pennies in Cleopatria's 
mouth the other day?" 
"No, why was he doing that? 
"So Cleopatria would get some 'sense.' " 
Prof. Kimber (in Psychology, talking about habit)—One can 
learn to drive a machine so habitually that he can think anything, say 
anything, or do anything, even when rounding a corner." 
What can Prof. mean? 
We believe that the ultimate suc- 
cess of a shoe store depends upon the confidence 
of the public in receiving good value and good 
service. 
—Edgington's Shoe Store. 
Adam laid all his troubles to the apple; nowadays it is usually a 
peach. 
Elliott—Two wrongs don't make a right. 
Hamburg—I'm not sure about that. If I travel faster than the law 
allows and a motorcop travels fast enough to overtake me, it's per-
fectly right for him to arrest me. 
First Girl—I'm offended with Joe. He had the audacity to back 
out of the parlor last night throwing kisses at me. 
Second Girl—Why, the heartless creature! And you right there 
within reach. 
Wife (angrily)—I think you're the meanest man that ever lived. 
Hubby—That's hard on yourself, my dear. According to your 
mother, you have been the making of me. 
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MEALS 	 CANDIES 
A-GOOD-PLACE-TO-EAT I  
Qtanbp 1ittjen 
	 anti 	  
1Luncj oom 
THE PLACE THAT'S DIFFERENT 
133 SO. GREENLEAF AVE. 	 WHITTIER, CAL. 
This Issue of 
1L' 
printed in 
WHITTIER NEWS 
JOB SHOP 
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+ 
LOYALTY 
COMES first 
In order to help your country in time of 
stress, it pays to put your business on a sound 
basis. 
First Nationalize your business should be 
your first step. 
First National Bank 
Wants Your Account 
Two New 
Eastman Cameras 
at really economical prices 
Eastman 2C 	  $8.00 
Takes pictures 2 7-8 x 4 7-8 
Eastman 3A 	 $11.00 
Takes pictures 3 4x51/2. 
The Whittier Pharmacy The Rexall Store 
Phone 44 
Where you receive better kodak finishing 
103'/2 S. Greenleaf Ave. 	 Phone 372 
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